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FOI!R T~OUSAND BOP WITH B. WILLY: from left to right: Jerry Connolly, Bob Elliott and Steve Baldino of the 
B: Willy Smith band who were the opening band on Sunday'K concert. And from left to right in the crowd are ... well you 
pick 'em out yourself. 
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The lEarly Closing 1P'holbia 
Here's an annoyance that's been voiced by a growing num- · 
ber of students: many of the college-run services of this cam-
pus have been closing before the time specified for doing so. 
For example, complains several students, the snack bar has 
allegedly been making a practice of closing up as early as fif-
teen minutes before they're supposed to. This is done ap-
parently so that the snack bar can lock up precisely at mid-
night. 
But the snack bar is supposedly not the only place that has . 
continued this. Other services that have been accused are 
check-cashing, the Bursar's office, a few of the dining halls 
and, particularily, the library. 
The ITHACAN would like to empa~ize the importance of 
such student services sticking to their posted closing times. A 
student's schedule is especially hectic and unpredictable; 
missing check-cashing by one minute because they've closed 
up early can make one's life particularly difficult for awhile. 
§wan §ong 
Okay, nobody's gonna let me made a graduation speech and 
nobody wants to hear my feelings about Senioritis because 
everybody I know has got it themselves. So I'm going to use 
my space to tell it like it is. 
I'm going to miss this place. I'm just not ready to go, 
that's all there is to it. Everywhere I go, there's someone to 
ask, "You psyched about graduating or what?" "You ready 
to get out of here? "Bet you're excited about going out in the 
Real World." 
When that happens, I want to grab the person by the 
shoulders and shake him/her violently and say: "No, I'm not 
ready! Look at all the things I haven't done -- I haven't gone 
cliff diving at Buttermild; I haven't gone skydiving; I've never 
been in Macawbers; there's still people OD tl.wi. "0 """'Ull ...,i. .... 
call me by the wrong name; there's stnf people on nus campu~ ' 
who I call the wrong name; I still haven't- gotten up enough 
courage to ask out that girl I've idolized for the past four 
years; I haven't got a job yet;". 
I want to shake the person 
passionately, but I control myself. 
use an extra year.'' 
and tell him/her this 
I just say, "No, I could 
It's not easy knowing you have to walk away from the best 
four years of your life. 
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-·The A E Rho Envelopes, Please 
. . A A d W G O T"'  11'' n , war .. ;. . 1nnE.ng 1 ® ·· ®~si§11: 
It's sort of like the Ithaca 
College equivelent to the 
Grammys, the Oscars or the 
Emmys. It's the Rhoies. 
This Friday, fifty-five 
Communications students at 
Ithaca College will receive 
"Rhoies" for their accom-
plishments at the School of 
Communications. And much 
like the Grammys, Oscars and 
Emmys, the Rhoies will be 
presented at a glittery award 
show: "The Fifteenth Annual 
A E Rho Award Presen-
tation." 
"It'll be a terrific show," 
smiles the presentation's 
Producer, Mindy Lasser, '82. 
"There will be special effects, 
video inserts, pieces about the 
students and faculty and 
awards will be given out to 
deserving students.'' Lasser 
has been working on the show 
since last December when her 
proposal to WICB-TV Station 
Manager Paul Smith was given 
the green light. Since then, 
putting the show together has 
been an intricate and time-
consuming project. 
"This is a unique kind of 
show," whe says. "Ithaca 
College is the only com-
munications school (I know 
of) that has a presentation 
such as this." 
The ceremony will be held 
this Friday, Apn 30 at 8:00 
p.m. and will be simulcast on 
the campus station WICB-TV 
Channel 6. It will run ap-
proximately three hours. 
The massive crew working 
on the production is almost as 
numerous as those receiving 
awards. Lasser picked Dave 
Peterson, '82 as the director of 
the program and na:ned Larry 
Yuhasz, '82 (an ITHACAN 
staff writer) as the Creative 
Producer. k Together, the 
three have coordinated the 
rigorous process of getting 
things together for the show. 
As Creative Producer, 
Yuhasz heads a creative team 
made up of Phil Morton, '82 
A E TRIO: At left, the Hhow'1, 
producer, Mindy Lui;Her. gets 
Ht·t to Htrut her Htuff Friday 
night. huiet, top and bottom: 
the show'H hosti; Lnrry YuhnHz 
and Phil Morton getting ready 
to 'wing' it. 
(the Creative Director), Rob 
Savarino and Jon Markella, 
'84. The team is responsible 
for the creative content of the 
awards show. As a matter of 
fact, this year the hosts will be 
Yuhasz and Morton who will 
open with -- as Lasser tells u~ -
- a song-and-dance routine. 
fhis year's show will 
feature something different 
from shows of the past: it will 
. have a theme. This year's 
theme is "New Orleans", 
because "it's uptempo and 
colorful," says Lasser. The 
set, designed by Senior Drama 
major Steve Newbold, will be 
a New Orleans port with a 
steamship in the background. 
The awards will be given out 
in many categories -· most 
coming from scholastic 
achievement and media 
categoric~. All of the elec-
tronic media that are college-
run will be doling out 
honors ... the TV station, both 
radio stations and film. Seven 
scholarships will be awarded 
as well. 
The bigge~t awards will be 
Senior Achievement Award 
(presented by the Dean's Of-
fice) and The Senior of the 
Year Award (voted on by 
Communications seniors). 
Scholastic awards will also be 
presented by TV, Radio, 
Film/Photo and C/OM depar-
tments. The honor society --
A E Rho -- will also present 
various innerorganizational 
accolade~. 
And it will be tomorrow 
night that fifty-five hands will 
be ~haken and fifty-five 
Rhoie~ are given out. 
Perhaps the overworked 
crew of the awards show 
should get one for "Effort of 
the Year." 
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,...,----IP1lni Kappa lPh.i To 
Ilmiitiate New Membe:rrs 
On April 30, 1982, the Ithaca College Chapter of Phi Kap-
pa Phi wiJI conduct the fifth annual initiation of mew mem-
bers. 
There are 72 undergraduate initiates, and three faculty 
initiates. 
At Ithaca College, the deans of each of the schools are in-
vited to nominate undergraduates, graduate students, and 
distinguished faculty members for consideration by the 
Chapter. . .. 
In accordance with the national by-laws, 1mt1ates must be 
of good character and notable academic acheivements. 
The seniors are chosen from among the upper ten percent 
of their class, the juniors from the upper five perc_ent. The 
seniors to be presented (on April 30th, at 6 p.m. m Textor 
Hall, Rm. 102) have a cumulatve grade-point average of 3.6 
or better, the juniors 3.7 or better. 
Following the faculty and student initiation, ~ grad?ate 
fellowship award will be presented to the outstanding semor: 
Mr. Mark R. Wright. Mr. Wright plans to pursue graduate 
education at the Harvard Medical School. 
A distinguished president award will be presented to chap-
ter president Professor John M. Bernard. Professor Bernard 
has served for two years, 1979 through 1981. He is professor 
of Biology. . .. 
The evening banquet for all members of Phi Kappa Phi 1s 
honored to have a distinguished speaker, Dr. Patti McGil 
Peterson President of Wells College. 
JHie's the Wright (Chonce 
Ithaca College senior Mai 11. Wright has been awarded a 
$4,500 fellowship for graduate study by the Honorary Society 
of Phi Kappa Phi. 
Wright, an accounting major from Dryden, was one of 40 
students selected for the honor from a group of 144 of the 
nation's outstanding 1982 college graduates. Wright plans to 
study law at Harvard University. 
Phi Kappa Phi is a national scholastic honor society 
headquartered on the campus of Louisiana State University 
with chapters at 235 colleges and universities throughout the 
nations. Founded in 1897 to recognize academic excellence in 
all disciplines, Phi Kappa Phi established its fellowship 
program in 1932 ans since then has honored more than 500 
scholars with awards. 
Wright is the son of Mrs. Shirley Wright of 24 Lee Road in 
Dryden. 
Residence halls and apartments close for all underclassmen 
on Saturday, May 8 at IO a.m. or 24 hours after last exam. 
Students who are employed on campus and are approved by 
supervisor are granted to stay. 
Seniors must evacuate apartments and residence halls on 
Monday, May 17 at lOa.m. 
Only seniors and approved students can remain on campus 
during senior week. 
All rooms and apartments must be free of litter and swept 
clean. If rooms are not left in the proper ·condition Residen-
tial Life will assess a $25 per person cleaning charge. 
Remember to return keys to avoid a $25 lock change bill. 
If the Residential Life staff finds that the room/apa:rtment 
has been damaged beyond normal wear, the student will be 
billed for the cost of repairing the damage. Students wishing 
to contest any bills must notify the Office of Residential Life 
in writing within 30 days. 
The waiting list for the Fall I 982 academic year will end 
Friday, April 30. 
Residence Halls and apartments for Fall 1982 will be open the 
followi~g dates: 
Wed. Aug. 25- New students who did not attend summer 
orientation 1982. · 
Thurs. Aug. 26- Students who attended summer orientation 
I982;Garden Apartments and Hudson Heights residents 
Fri. Aug 27- Returning students living in residence halls and 
apartments. 
Students will not be given access to residence halls or apar-
tments prior to their scheduled date. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
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Student Questions 
Security's JurisdictiolID. 
To the Edilor, 
ls Ithaca College Security 
working for Ithaca College or 
the city of Ithaca? Af-, an 
Ithaca College !.tudent I have 
alway!. been concerned with 
the safety of my!.elf a!, well a, 
other Ithaca College !.tudenh. 
'In my two year!, of attending 
Ithaca College I have alway, 
q·ue~tioned the effectivene!,!, or 
the Ithaca College Security 
force. Became of a true in-
cident where !.Omeone I knew 
was stabbed, here· qn campw, 
and other incidenh of women 
being raped, (not to mention 
\ fights and damage to 
building-;) one who re,ide!. on 
campus needs to be aware of 
protecting ourselvc!. a!, well a!, 
other!,, Although the!,e latter 
incidents seem grim, and 
clearly they are, there i!. yet 
another one that I feel i!-> even 
more destructive 10 the Ithaca 
College community. 
On the night of April 17th at 
7: IO pm I was travelling in my 
car downtown on Rt. 96B with 
two of my friends. As we 
proceeded down 96B I saw an 
Ithaca College Security vehicle 
parked in an entrance way to 
Morse Chain. It was facing 
outward!, toward 96B with its 
lights off. I slowed down to 
make sure that it was one of 
the two patroll cars that Ithaca 
College owns. It was and I 
asked my friends what t~e hell 
it wa!. doing there. Coming 
back from Pyramid Mall I 
came back up 968. It was 9: I 5 
pm, two hours later and ye!., 
the Security car was still there. 
Obviously it had been there 
. . . 
for two !,traight hour,. Even 
still, the other Ithaca College 
Securitv ca·r wa.., abo there. 
They ~-ere talking to each 
other and I thought to my!,elf, 
"Thi~ i.., rid1culoue!" I told my 
friend, I wa, going to go up to 
!,ecuritv and a!,k the Ji,pateher 
who', - patrolling tile llllaca 
Collel!e eampu,?! I went into 
the office at ..,ecurity and tol~ 
the di!,patchcr I didn't mean to 
be flippant, hut "why", 1 
a,ked "Why wa ... a !,CL'urity car 
parked in Mor..,c Chain'.., 
driveway for two hour..,?" The 
di~patchcr told me and I quote 
"I'm ... orrv, I can't tdl you 
whv he'..,'there, hut he i, there 
for· a pu1po~c." So then I 
a!,kcd her "Who'.., patrolling 
campu!,?", !,he replied that "If 
a call came through there wa, 
nothing binding. him to !,lay 
there, he would, rc!,po1H.I". 
She again told me that if I 
wanted to know more I would 
have to contact Mr. Withiam 
Monday. Well I had an incling 
a.., to_ what!, going on !,O I 
decided to let other!, rcali1c 
what i!> going on. I helievc hL· 
wa~ taking rad,11 although I 
can not prove it. Whatever he 
wa!, doing there for 2 hour~ 
(and probably longer) I .don't 
feel that he WU!, ,ecuring the 
Ithaca College community. 
What seemed !>O ironic wa!. 
that all thi!, took place between 
7 and 9pm, prime hours for 
vandalism and other act!>. 
Even a patrolling car deter~ 
rnme of thi!,, but without it, 
thing!. could get had. Maybe 
they have gotten wor!>e 
because of this. The que!,tion!> 
' . -
,i ).1: - • ,I o. 1 " 
co be U!,kct.l arc a, follow .... Fir -
!,t- who employ~ Ithaca 
College Security? Certainly I 
chink paycheck.., come from 
the <,chool. Secant.I- If he wa, 
on a "!,takeout" (which I 
doubt !,ince there were no 
hou~c~ around that curve) do 
we need another patrol car on 
campu!, to take that one!, !,pot? 
Third- Ir he wa!, taking radar 
,loc~ he haw juri..,diL·tion out-
,idc the Ithaca College Cam-
pu..,? And fourth- Arc lthal·a 
College Security . memhl·r.., 
u..,ing the college'!, rc..,ource.., to 
hdp the city'~ polil"l' force? 
\Vhatevcr the rc:hOII wa, for 
thi, "l'l'lll icy car to he where it 
\\a.., on April 17 frorn 7-9pm 
,111 dy it cannot LK· a valid one. 
Ithaca College Security should 
\\'Or I... ... olely for the protection 
of every member of the Ithaca 
College community. Whether 
it he t.letcring violc.:nce or 
de..,truction or property or 
rc,ponding to fire alarm, or 
emergency ealb. If Ithaca 
College Security officer!, arc 
paid by Ithaca College they 
!,hould he patrolling the Ithaca 
College n1mpu!, at all time,. 
Clearly they are !,Uppo..,cd to 
''!,cn·e and protect" U!,, L'ach 
memher of the Ithaca College 
community. Thi!, incidL·nt 
clearly ~hows to me that they 
are not doing their job. Thi~ 
should at lea!,I ma!..e everyone 
aware of the rea!,Om why IC 
!.tudent, are not properly 
protcL·tcd. 
A ver) concerned sludcnl 
I' c .- , a r 1 ,, I I r I 1 ~ " , r ,, , • r, 1 ' 
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Teri ure c:JO A 
Qualitative Loss . 
of teacher often necessitates reflect teaching ability, th~S 
being a part t!me politician. was one of the frequent ar-
Politics is by nature inefficient bitrary decisions which haunts 
James Marx 
Tenure originated as . a 
solution to the unnecessary 
political pressures placed upon 
college teachers. But, while 
the process may have been an 
appropriate solution at its. 
ongm, it's clea,rly not. 
beneficial now. 
and this 'dimension has teachers today. 
negative repercussions on the _B~caus_e of tenure, ad-
education process. Con- mm1strat1ons lose much of 
sequently, tenur~ has brought thdr a~il.it~ to fire a teache~, 
undesired ,results to each of its and this 1s 1~portant where 1t 
effected groups; teachers, ad- is deemed _that a teachers em-
ministration and students. ployment is not best for the 
· school. Administrations are 
The root of the tenure 
problem is its inefficiency. In 
business, - working relation-
ships continue only so long as 
they are perceived to be 
mutually beneficial. But in 
colleges, the relationship bet-
ween teacher and ad-
ministration is not as free. 
Because politics are attached 
to the tenure process,- the job 
Teachers often have this· also continually criticised for 
poor choice: either perform their tenure 'policies and this 
!D' administrator's standards weakens their authority. 
for the first six years or find a Perhaps the greatest loss is 
new job. · Also, there is suffered by students. While 
frequently no chance for a some of the best educators are 
teacher to obtain tenure. One not given the chance to teach, 
of my best accounting teachers "professors" can pretty much' 
was denied tenure because the continue to teach as long as 
deciding administratore felt a they wish. Hence, there is a 
CPA was needed. Since a great loss in the quality of 
CPA certifica.te does not education. 
Summing up Student 
Government 
To all students: · 
Students at Ithaca College 
are apathetic! So what else is 
new? This has been a common 
view that has frustrated 
student organizations for 
_years. 
What is different is that the 
idea of the apathetic student 
was abandoned by our 
organization two years ago. 
Student Government decided 
to take a closer look at .the 
student population and found 
out some very insightful 
things. Ithaca College studen-
ts are involved in many diverse 
areas; sports, clubs, music, 
drama, radio, TV, Career 
Counseling, Peer Advising, 
Residential Life, Security and 
Safety, to name a few. 
Although Student Gover-
nment may be our priority, it's 
not necessarily everyone's 
priority. Thus, apathy may be 
an organizational excuse. Our 
problem in the past has not 
been apathy, but the need for 
more visibility, and :con-
sequently more involvement. 
We realized it was up to us 
to show students why they 
should become involved in 
. Student Government. That 
meant demonstrating our ef-
fectiveness, or the potential 
for our effectiveness. With 
this in mind, we improved 
campus lighting, established 
the Hudson Heights shuttle 
bus, opened the Tower Club 
for students, fought student 
aid cuts, established a merit 
scholarship, increased the 
amount of funds available to 
student organizations, and 
helpoed improve the pre-
registration system, Macke, 
and the bookstore. 
A second way in which we. 
have sought to achieve more 
student involvement, has been 
to remain a "personal" 
organization. Congress 
representatives have had the 
opportunity to bring concerns 
and ideas from their con-
stituencies to Student Gover-
nment with regard to all policy 
decisions. For example, these 
involve decisions on 
everything from the input on 
ma.king of the academic calen-
dar to recommendations on 
the fraternity/sorority system. 
Student Government 
Awards Merit Scholarship 
Donna Bailenson and Marilyn Muldowney h!lve won this 
year's Student Government Merit Scholarship. The Scholar-
ship itself is endowed; two will be awarded annually. So11:1e of 
the criteria are a cumulative average of 3.6 and above, 
sophomore or junior status and a minimum of thirty credits 
from Ithaca College. Th<?. committee that makes the decision 
consists of one student congress representative, one faculty 
member, one stude91 at !arge~ and one administrat~r. 1:he -
chairperson of the committee 1s student government s Vice 
president 'of Academics or a designee appointed by the Vice 
President. 
This year the committee consisted of Kitty Kitzel, Professor 
Harold Emery, Matt Connell, _Liz Ashbour and Rob Claus. 
The chairperson of the committee, Kitty Kitzel said, "This 
year was difficult for two-r~ons. :This is the first year ~he 
scholarship has been awarded, so m effect we were breaking 
new ground. Secondly, all of the applicants were very qualit-
fied and should be recognized for their acheivements.'' ' 
Both of this year's winners have been extremely involved in 
campus life. Marilyn is a junior Personn~l/lndustri_al Labor_ 
Relations . major who has b~~n ~ ~esident Ass1st~nt, a 
Teachers Assistant, and an Onentauon Leader. She will be a 
Head Resident next year. Donna is a junior history major 
who has· been a member of the· varsity tennis, a Teach~rs ' 
Assistant ·and a member of ·student Congress. Both girls 
should be appla1;1ded f9r _their outstan_d~~ contributions to 
this campus, -),oth academic and extra-cumcular. ./ 
. ' ' ,_. . 
Additionally, the ARTIC 
program was established to 
meet individuals' needs. 
Other programs include the 
Residence Hall Council. 
System to be implemented iri 
the fall. Hopefully, this will 
enable student government to 
become even more accessible 
to students. 
Furether, we have tried to 
increase Student Gover-
nment's visibility through 
publicity in the Ithacan on the 
latest updates withing the 
organization; a Student 
Government Awareness Day; 
a slide/tape presentation in 
residence halls; an infor-
mational brochure; FOCUS; 
and, of course, personal con-
tact. 
But, probably the most 
significant way in which we 
have tried to increase in-
volvement in our organization 
is through a kind of intrinsic 
approach. Students who par-
ticipate in Student Gover-
nment gain increased respon-
sibility, recognition, and 
career experience. Moreover, 
students gain~ develop and 
refine invaluable leadership, 
management, interpersonal, 
and administrative1 skills. 
We've been successful in 
our attempts to increase in-
volvement over the past two 
years. This is not only evident 
by the increase in sheer num-
bers of people in Student 
Government, but also clear 
from taking a look at our ac-
complishments. None of this 
could have been possible 
without good people working 
toghether. Congress mem-
bers, all college committee 
members, Executive Boasrd 
members, directors, assistants 
and many more are all deser-
ving of a special thank you. If 
I have any words of advice for 
next year's orgainization it 
would be to continue to build 
upon student involvement. 
, Remember, students aren't 
apathetic; they · have to be 
made aware of what we have 
done and what we can do. 
Good luck next year! 
Sincerely, 
Jim Leech 
Stqdent Body President 
/ 
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Ten Ithaca College students have been selected to receive 
the annual Campus Life Award, institute~ by the_ Student At-
fairs Division in 1980 to recognize graduatmg semors for their 
significant and positive contributions to the College. . 
Those who will recieve the award on saturday, May 15 m-
clude Susan "Peeka" Bunnell, a planned studies major from 
Red Bank, N.J.; Patricia Dworakowski, politics, Hamburg, 
Bonnie Hodges, physical education, Wayland,MA~ How~rd 
Kaslow recreation management, West Palm Beach, FL.: Jim 
Leech, 'politics, Princeton, N.J.; Willi~m Mein~), English, 
Ambler PA· Anne Murphy, accountmg, Barrmgton, IL; 
Timothy She~res, television-radio, Booklyn; ~ori VanDu~en, 
psychology, Pittsford and Ellen Youngstem, accountmg, 
Wayne, N.J. . 
Nominations from faculty, staff and students were submit-
ted to the Campus Life Award Committee. To be considered, 
a nominee was required to complete an application, submit 
three letters of recommendation(one each from faculty, staff 
and students) and submit a paragraph of 150 words or-less 
titled"How you have contributed to the Ithaca College 
Community and how your contribution has assisted in your 
developement." The Campus Life Award Coi~~i~t~e selec-
ted students to receive the award based on ehgibibty as a 
graduating senior, consistent participation in atleas! two 
departments of student affairs( one had to be ~on-paid) or 
consistent participation in at least two recogmzed student 
clubs/organization, participation in other areas of campus 
life and demonstration of leadership abilities while par-
ticipating. 
Snow Falls for Chemistry Major 
Ithaca College senior Sabrina Plante, a chemistry major 
from Princeton, N.J., is the recipient of the 1982 C.P. Snow 
Scholar Award. 
The C.P. Snow Scholar Award is presented ann?ally ~Y the 
School of Humanities and Sciences to a semor with a 
cumulative grade point average of at least 3.~ and whose 
course of study has best integrated work m both the 
humanities and sciences. 
Students are nominated by faculty members and_ the 
recipient is chosen by the C.P. Snow Lect~re Committee. 
Committee members include Lin Nelson, assistant professor 
of sociology; Richard Wodzin~ki, associate prof~ssor of 
biology and Ben Richards, associate professor of philosophy 
and religion. . . 
Plante, former president •of Chemistry Clu1? and a te~chmg 
assistant in the chemistry department. will rec1eve a certificate 
and monetary award. 
·Next year may be the first in which the Sophmore and Junior 
classes will have class officers. The idea still has to go to 
Congress but is expected to pass their approvaL If you would 
like information about running next fall, get in touch with 
Grant Cooper, next years Vice President of Student and 
Campus Affairs. 
A recommendation has been given to Dr. Correnti concerning 
the Greek Life status at IC. The recommendation, drawn up 
by the Student and Campus Affairs committee, states that the 
Greeks should remain on campus but need to have better 
structure and more guidance from the Inter Fraternity Coun-
cil. The committee is now waiting to hear Dr. Correnti's 
opinion and will meet with him after he has read the report. 
Due to an increase in cost, the pay phones around campus 
have become an issue of concern by Student Governmerit. 
Congress will be giving input to Don Runyon as to where 
some could be taken out to cut the cost. 
Wayne Robertson, a member of the Campus Affairs commit-
tee, recently talked to Don Runyon to clear up misconcep-
tions about the bookstore, mostly the one that their prices of 
texts are higher than publishers' prices. It was discovered that 
the prices run between $2.00-4.00 higher but Mr. Runyon of-
fered the following reason: The bookstore highers it's own 
employees, which in the long run could save money because· if 
IC did not run the store they would have to hire someone to 
be a business manager who in turn would hire his/her own 
employees. Wayne also discussed the size of th_e store and Mr. 
Runyon said that he was looking into. ways to make more 
room available, especially during the busy times, like at the 
beginning of each semester. Mr. Runyon also told Wayne that 
he is concerned abour the rumors and misconceptions about 
the store. and if anyone would like to talk to him about some 
problem, his door is always open. _ 
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Meillories Are Made 
We had four months to 
evaluate, develop, and present 
a three year national adver-, 
tising campaign for the· Cor-
ning Glass Works in I Corning 
New York. 
Howard Cogan, our adver-
tising professor in the com-
munications school, in-
troduced 24 students to a real 
world adverticing experience 
when he began his first class of 
"Ad Lab." The American 
---ar- J) 
--~-· -4 
!Advertising Federation s~n-
sored the national contest and! 
Corning was this year's 
beneficiary. 
Of course there were. a few 
. problems. No one in the class 
was familiar with corporate 
advertising. Professor Cogan 
was our constant support as 
we pulled all nighters until two 
days before our presentation 
last Saturday, April 24th. 
Here is a summary of the 
last twelve weeks: 
We seareched, decided, 
concluded; rejected, con-· 
sidered, atempted, failed, con-
templated, attacked, yelled, 
slept, started again, analyzed, 
. dis~ussed, wated time,· 
utililzed time, started tangen-
ts, retargeted, planned, no 
results, frustration. Howard's 
love, Helen's cooking new 
hope, information pool, re-
designed, beginning point, 
In Ad Lah 
.. ~- -· ... _ ..
revelation, new strength, 
building, striving, and a 
metamorphosis into a com-
pletely researched,· perfectly 
targeted, powerfully disigned 
creative campaign . 
The judges selected us as the 
third runner up and we felt 
confusion, happiness, and 
sadness. 
Through out it all the ·one 
consistant factor was 
Howard's respect, guidance. 
Much like a light house 
guiding the way. 
ADLAB2 
Though many students in the 
class ·wm be leaving after this 
year, we are sure that the black 
Labroddur Addy we presented 
to the Cogan's will be a con-
stant reminder of our love, en-
thtisia ,m, and whimpering. 
·(SFX: FOO HORN; BUOY BEU.S, SEA 
Gm.LS, WAVES SPIASHING) 
ANNCR: Any business, at any time, 
can find itself navigating rough 
seas. 
The uncharted course is often 
foggy and dangerous ••• 
.... 
------
(MUSIC: UP AND UNDER){SFX: OUT) 
••• but a beacon of light can 
guide the way. 
••• putting our glaas / ceramics and 
mater~ls know-how to won fo:r -
companies like yours. 
\',. 
', 
ANNCR: We 're CORNING GIAS~, 
~ ope»,doors 
day. 
',, .. ,,. ... 
and we've had bright ideas·for 
mDre than one hundred years ••• 
CG>RNING 
: managing tomorrow·s · technol~_gy 
.._ ____ ...._ __________ ·---··-
We're CORNI!.'E, and we're managing 
tomorrow's·technol9gy. 
-' \' I ·"I 
'r_;,"'' 
: j 
j 'I' 
t I t , 1 • W'' f I ~- '"t ,I t 'I I • t • t I ' 
•, 
-------
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----------By Howard Altman 
.. 
It's been a wild ride. Here I 
am, charging down the 
backstretch, there is less than 
half a furlong left and I want 
to cross the wire. I won't 
finish first, as a matter of fact, 
I'm lost in the back of the 
pack, but the ride was fun. I 
just want to fi~i~h. 
I fell off the horse a number 
of times enroute to the wreath 
of roses otherwise known as 
my diploma, but I always 
managed to get back on. 
While the spills were fun~ there 
was always the danger of being 
run over by overdue work, 
which seemed like a heard of 
horses closing in on my heels. 
The road to the Graduation 
Derby was at times a rough 
one. I was nearly ex-
communicated from the 
Communications Department 
when I failed to hand in a news 
script that was due. It's a 
good thing they don't test for 
foreign substances in the 
bloodstream, because if they· 
did
0 
.- wouid have been 
disqualified before the race 
even started. 
My stall for two years was in 
the East Tower, which made 
the Bronx Zoo seem like the 
Museum of Natural History. 
In between golf tournaments 
and hall football, when we 
burst into one of the guy's 
rooms while he was making 
passionate love to his girl-
friend, the Coma parties 
provided us with a perfect way 
to relieve the many tensions that you get to know all of the 
caused by the rigors of bartenders in town, which was 
academia. 1 part of my undoing. Living 
The goal of the Coma party \ just two blocks from down-
was simple. As the name im- I town provided me with the 
plies, the Coma party was perfect distraction from the 
meant to acheive the state of "paper chase". 
Nervana reached by Karen By the first Indian Summer 
Ann Quinlinn. For a mere of February, senioritis was in 
admission fee of $5.00 the en- full bloom. When I stopped to 
trepreneurs of the seventh smell the flowers of impending 
floor envited the whole cam- ·graduation, I fell off the pace. 
pus to come and drink them- · 
selves into oblivion, which Warm weather is fatal to the 
more often than not, was the grade point average, especially 
cast:. after four Itb~=-
The Coma crew moved on, Laying out in the ·v a 
and the new wave rolled in. beers is a daily ritual and~ 
Taking the place of the Coma 
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the sunsets, madness sets in. 
· Whe~ tb,e' Canadian Club 
flows '811d · ·certian mystical 
vegetables are ingested, mad-
ness sets in. There is no need 
for a full moon when crazed 
-seniors get together to trash a 
house. Nothing is sacred ·as 
knifes and forkes are plunged 
into walls, and electric blen-
ders are sadistically abused. 
- -The road beckons some 
seniors as they take to the 
wheel, terronzmg farmers 
from here to Waverly, PA. 
ANYTHING GOES AS 
SENIORS CUT A SW A TH 
OF DESTRUCTION, 
PILLAGING FARMS AND 
TRACTORS, BEING 
CHASED BY ANGRY RED-
NECKS. But all this is done in 
the spirit of good, clean· fun. 
1 shudder to think at the 
mania that .lies- ahead as I 
stagg~. qo~.ti)the homestretch. 
As I sit cloistered in the 
library, peering out from un-
derneath a mound of books, 
my mind drifts off into 
thoughts of senior week, 
which will be my third. If this 
senior week is anything like 
the previous two, we're going 
to have to shoot the horse. 
parties were theme parties. 
Being the patriotic souls that 
we were, our first one was the 
"FUCK IRAN" party. Cat-
ching the patriotic fever of the 
day, we hung a bed sheet on 
the wall, and i;veryone wrote 
personal messages to the 
Ayatolla. 
Iln case you were wondering 
When. I hit the far turn, 
things became a little more 
serious. the ever-present 
danger of graduation was 
becomming more threatening, 
as reality wa~ creeping in. I 
wa5 tiring and didn't know if I 
could go the distance. The 
dorms were beginning to take 
their toll, and the red-eyed 
hungover mornings were 
taking longer and longer to 
recover from. 
In and inversly propor-
tionate ratio, my motivation 
was going down as the end was 
coming up. One of the best 
things about being a senior is 
~ 
Senior Olympics, 1 pm ~ 
to 4 pm, behind Union ~ 
On The Waterfront, 9 pm~ 
to 1 am !;:i 
~~~~~~~~-...:i:..~~~~~~'l,(j 
Hay 10 
May 11 
~ 
May 13 ~ 
Animal House and Pizza, ~ 
9 pm to 11 pm, behind ~ 
Un ion ( inside Union ~ 
if rain) ~ 
~~~"<::,,.""'C..-.::::...~"'C..~~~~~~'O:,.~' 
May 14 
May 1~ ~ 
~runch with Moms and ~ 
Dads, 10 am, Ramada Inn ~ 
~~-,a...,.,~~,,,,,,~~~,<3 
THE SIGNIFICANT OTHEB.o 
it. May 12 ~ 
Concert, 1 pm to 5 pm, ~ 
behind Union (Terraces t:;! 
if rain) ~ 
'"~~~"'Qi..~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SAUE MONEY MlH TAIIE-Olfi' RDJ 
FIIOffl OUR DELI ad BIIBY· DEPTml 
* OVERSIZE SAND.WICHES 
*SUPER SUBS 
* PIZZA BEER SODA 
* READY TO EAT MAC-ARON~ SArLAfO> 
* COOKIES, ROLLS & BREAD· 
May 16 
.Saturdays Til Midnight · Sundays 8 am . 6 pm 
7 42 .s. Meadow St •. , Ithaca 
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B, Juliet Baile,· 
The Macke food company 
has been an easy target of 
abuse for many students on 
the Ithaca campus. 
To some, , it has, come to 
mean "The same old thing" 
for breakfast, lunch and din-
ner. To other students, the 
Macke menu turns us - not by 
choice into devote 
vegetarians. And still others 
feel that the food company 
charges "outrageous" prices 
for K"sub-human" meals. 
In short, Macke seems to 
bring out the worst in us. But, 
it does not necessarily have to 
be like that. 
Many students fail to see all 
of the positive sides of Macke. 
Of coiurse, it is always ex-
tremely convenient not to have 
to worry about preparing your 
food, but there are even ore 
positive aspects of Macke 
which are often overlooked. 
At the !leginning of every 
school year, Ithaca College, 
through the Office of Business 
Services, establishes a budget 
and contract with the camput 
food company. This is done 
by estimating what the costs, 
expenses and income for the 
coming year whould be. This 
estimate is used to determine 
board rates for the year. 
Students are then billed by 
Ithaca College, and Ithaca 
College in turn pays Macke for 
services rendered. The college 
(,un,,11,,, hn.1~ ... 1.1l "i.l1,,Ll11 ... n...-, Irk CF~ l,. rul•l,, .,.,,,., 11/,,.,,~~· ,,,, 
"""'h11h "',.,,,,.... ....... '•l ') l,\·1~ ,IE~S 11 'P- -\'"''' "·~'· •, ,: 
... ·~ . " .... .. :t: •• ,r,:•. 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AN0 PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
I 16 N. CAYUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
11,·!'II l>rir,k." .·f rn-u:lwr;, 
(, rf'tll ."'ilf;uk!'I & .\nifood 
SI arm.f'riPnt/l_y -itmo!l[Jlwn• -· 
· Si11t!-u-/,011f!_ Fri,1,n-&S,,wrtluy 9:J(J 
2027 .~1,,A Tt'RVll,tE RI). 
- Open: 
ROUTE 79 EAST Tues.-Sat. 
PHONE 539-7724 5-1 
continues to monitor the 
budget throughout the year to 
determine what Macke's ac-
tual ~xpenses and income is. 
Macke is usually able to 
come up with savings and this 
money is, in turn, put back in-
to the college to help improve 
dining services. For example, 
over December break the 
Towers dining hall was recar-
peted and the salad area was 
retiled. This has helped to im-
prove the looks, feel, 
cleanliness and total at-
mosphere of the dining hall. 
Other improvements this year 
were the two microwaves in 
the Terraces and one in the 
Towers dining hassl. 
Some of the savings are also 
used to increase food service. 
One increase was in the orange 
juice dispensers, which are 
now available through lunch. 
Previously, orange juice was 
only served at breakfast. An 
ice-cream bash has also been 
added once a week. Because 
of the savings generated a 
western night pacesetter has 
once again been planned. This 
was a great success last year 
and will take place this Satur-
day at dinner time. 
Unfortunately, a lot of 
money has to be used to 
replace place settings including 
knifes, . forks, spoons and 
glasses. Some of this is 
legitimate of course, but too 
April 29, 1982 
much Of this replacement IS 
caused by student's taking 
things out of the dining halls. 
Macke also· has future 
projects planned with any 
more savings available. They 
are condiserind installing two 
microwaves in the Union and 
another one in the Towers. 
They are · also planning to 
recarpet and retile the Union. 
Although everyone will 
probably never be satisfied 
with our food service, Macke 
does have many positive 
aspects which are worth 
looking at. As Don Runyon, 
Director of Business Services 
said, "Macke does make a 
profit but they're not taking 
the college for a ride. They 
will be here next year." 
Do you need 
an apartment~ 
house or roommate 
Consult 
IR e Il] lt a Il JR e f ~1rr a Il 
Agelnl<ey 
4((])4 CCoHilege A Weo 
273=0li23 
A~jATi C 
GA~DE-)\4. 
', 
[RtSTAURANf1 
C '1 int;-.·e A mcri l'a rr Food 
18 W. Stall1 Str,,et 
.273-9610 
.fresh fish on 
weekends 
.Gourmet vegetahles 
272- 7350 
.DeWiU Mall 
.Ethnic night 
on Sunday 
.Daily specials 
· -fine, international and- original ,.cuisine.- · , , , 
1 
,, 
,', t 
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BECAUSE OF CHEMOTHEUPY 
KAREN ANDERSON 
IS A STATISTIC. · 
THE KIND OF STATISTIC 
WEUKE 
TO BRAG ABOUTo 
</;:f ka¼'.' When Karen 
· ,,.,._._. ·:\ was only 18 years 
.a old, her doctor dis-
-:=:-· . 
. ... :J? covered she had a 
, .. :;. __ .· -.:j\ dea~ly for':' of_ leu-
.: ·· ... ·.,, .. ___ ·-.~ kem1a. Facing 1n-
.,. : .. ,-.. -.,_., ... _.. .-.... , . · ... :~:::,.:'.'.'.:'\ credible odds, a 
·-t:-.. -··:-,,,,~~ .k:,c··· - ·<.,<.,- i::a \' surviva I rate of 
only 3%, Karen spent the next three years 
in intensive chemotherapy. 
Not only was her life at stake, but if she 
did survive, there were serious questions as 
to wl ,ether she'd be able to have children. 
Now, eight years and two sons later, 
you'd never suspect that this vigorous 
young mother had battled a disease that 
kills more than 15,000 Americans every 
year. 
Karen, Brian and Erik are living proof 
that we're gaining in the fight against 
cancer. It's a fight we can't afford to lose. It's 
your donations that help us continue the 
research, education and rehabilitation 
programs that will .give us more statistics 
like Karen Anderson. The rind of statistics 
we can.all be proud of. 
SHARETHE 
OST OF LIVING 
Give to the Americ_an Cancer Society ® 
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE. 
110 THE ITHACAN 
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Long Years 
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,Eil}pty · Room Full of Blues 
By Sandy Broverinan 
In over ten years of con-
tinuous touring, ROOMFUL 
OF BLUES have appeared and 
played with many major acts 
including B.B.- King, Muddy 
Waters, Count Basie, Fats . 
Domino, Lou Rawls, George 
Benson, Doctor John, Bonnie 
Raitt, Johnny Winter, Edgar 
Winter, Otis Rush, Asleep At 
The Wheel, Eddie Cleanhead 
Vincent, and the list goes on. 
Have I,caught your attention 
yet'? 
Unfortunately, l guess, I 
haven't caught your attention 
early enough, because lai;t_ 
Thursday night, ROOMFUL 
OF BI..UES, an extraordinary 
9-piece band, played to an 
almost empty bar room at the 
Arcade. And what a terrible 
musical event to miss! I think 
Bob Claypool, from the 
Houston Post said it best--
"There are scores of great, 
young, blues bands in America 
now from George Thor_ough blues. Intermingling slow, 
good and the Destroyers in swaying tempos, with strong 
Delaware, to the Fabulous jazz and swing tones into their 
Thunderbirds in Texas-but repertoire, Roomful produces 
none is quite like a nine-man a conglomeration of jazz, 
group from Rhode Island swing, big band, blues. 
called Roomful of Blues. As for the scarce crowd thar 
Unlike most of their con- · did attend the show, I was 
temporaries however, the quite unimpressed. Roomful 
Roomful musicians are not of Blues is a dance band, and 
stuck in the groove of doing of the 30 or so people who 
only remakes of Chicago were there, about 20 of them 
blues, or lazy Louisiana R&B. chose to remain in their seats, 
Nope, these guys play a variety inhibited by the empty space. 
of styles well, and they do one But the open dance floor was 
thing seemingly no other band an ideal area for "dancing like 
can match - recreate the horn- crazy," and I was dissappoin--
drenched "jump blues" of the ted that the majority of the 
late '40's and" early '50's with audience was not taking ad-
enough raw energy to make vantage of it. 
you feel like you're in the Due to poor publicity and 
presence of the music's motivation, ROOMFUL OF 
original creators." BLUES passed through Ithaca 
Roomful of Blues is cer- hardly noticed. But if you 
tainly a -class act, and regar- ever do get a chance to see 
dless of the sparce crowd last them in the future, don't pass 
Thursday night at the Arcade, it up. Roomful produces a full 
this was no exception. All band sound, and in this day 
nine musicians, accompanied and age, it is a rare occasion 
by four horns, piano, bass, that such.a large band can af-
drums, guitar, and vocals did ford to stay on the road. 
just what their name implied-- They're out to give you a good 
they filled the room with time, and they'll do just that if 
Nine-Piece Pleasure 
you give theni a chance. 
Hopefully Ithaca will get a 
second chance to hear Room-
ful. See you then. 
Roomful is: 
PORKY COHEN - trom-
bone 
DOUG JAMES - baritone 
sax 
JOHN ROSSI - drums 
JIMMY WIMPFHIEMER 
- bass fiddle and bass guitar 
RONNIE EARL HOR-
VATH - guitar 
BOB ENOS - trumpet 
GREG PICCOLO - vocals 
and tenor sax 
RICH LATAILLE - alto 
and tenor sax 
AL COPEL Y - piano 
Recordings include· 
nv1 
MAMA ... Blue Flame ... BLUF 
1001 
LET'S HAVE A PAR-
TY ... Antilles ... AN 7071 
ROOMFUL OF 
BLUES .. .Island ... ILPS 9474 
ql Gould SamGould's 
_i 
· Collegetown 
Store 
College Avenue 
f;,)Jlc.!!c ( )11tfittcrs 
111 N. Aurora St. 
~=.·- .. , . . '. •, ·., _~.· .. ·· .. _ ·.:· .. ·. ·. ~-· .......... ~~-:' .. ·,'::··' .. : .... ·.~._':.~:-,··-~.~ .. :=~~1:·}:\ 
HURRY! Sale Ends May 8th! 
Our two sto_res join !orces t~ bring you i~portant savings 
on fine quabty clothing and. athletic items! 
10%,0FlF T-shirts and sweatshirts (except Cornell clothing in (:-town!J 
Ithaca is Gorges 'f-shirts .. oe ........... (reg. $6. 95) NOW $4.88 · 
ALlL SHOES now marked 101. to 50% OJFlF! 
207.0FJF all pa~ts and jeans .. JLevisaOshkosh-..Woolrich~ILee 
½PRICE ... ALL WINTEJR SWEATER§ - Byford of England 
- -woolrich 
0 $36.95 Lacrosse Stix •$ 34_ 95 
' 
NOW your choice $29.95 
§q1U1ash Racquets._ •• :n. 07c,OlFIF! 
Tennis Ra_cquets: JFRlElE stringing ($12-$.14 value)· 
DINNER 7 NIGHTS 
BRUNCH ALL DAY -SUNDAY FREE can_ of htiHs "Wilson c,§lazenger ~Pc.11nn 
TU~t<'§ ~--~------------.---.4,f 
TheGrandDameoflthaca,N.Y. _ .. :~~~ _1(1/.0FF-everythin~ ,~l_se that is n~t already s~~~~~<:~«;i_! 
RWG 272-84~4 - . 
--
The 6'Big Man'' With Ifii§ Big Sax 
Photos By Geoff Donovan 
.. 
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A Red Hott Red Bank Roc~er 
Started Late B11t Worth the Wait 
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" GGw· A · Sk k 0 ' '' ,_ ~ e :. re - an ... 1n 
By Rosemari~ Tishelman 
Last Friday night. April 
23rd, Skankin' and the 
Kooltones rocked the Nines on 
College Ave. in their first solo 
date there. This communion 
of seven singularly talented 
musicians produces an effect 
which is strikingly cohesive 
and rhythmic. Their sound is 
a dymanic mixture of roots, 
reggae, originals, and more 
contemporary reggae, all in a 
unique style that can only be 
described as "Skankin." The 
band consists of: Russeil 
Muller on lead Rasta vocals 
and drums, Fred King on bass 
and vocals, Karen Rachel on 
keyboard and vocals, Pete 
Nexman and Dave "Hack" 
O'Flaherty on guitars and 
vocals, along with Jorge and 
Samuel, the percussionists. 
Their current repertoire in-
cludes many classic reggae 
numbers by Bob Marley, such 
as "Get Up, Stand up," 
"Rebel Music", and the 
soothing "No Woman, No 
Cry", as well as Jimmy Cliff's 
"The Harder They Come", 
Peter Tosh's "Don't Look 
Back", and a sprinkling of 
songs by groups 'like The 
Police, The Selector, and the 
Clash. They also perfqrm a 
super version of "Hey Joe." 
The mood generated at the 
Nines last weekend was one of 
excitement and spirit. The 
place was packed. As the 
pulsating music made it's way 
into the /souls of those in tht 
audience, more and more 
people got up to dance as the 
night progressed. Before long 
the Nines was housing a mass 
of sweaty and smiling bodies. 
Lead guitar parts alternated 
between O'Flahe.rty's rock and 
roll approach. and Nexie's 
more soulful style. The latter 
guitarist performed a very 
moving and distinctive 
original song of his entitled 
''Armageddon''. Karen 
Rachel's soprano adds a 
delightful harmonious dimen-
sion, and she presents herself 
as an able lead vocalist as well 
on "Police and Thieves" and 
"My Collie." Asked if he had 
any exclusive words for THE 
ITHACAN, Pete Nexman 
flashed a cute grin and ad lib-
bed: "We are Skankin' 
We like to groove. 
Coming to our next gig 
Would be a good move." 
Incidentally, those who like 
to groove can catch Skankin' 
and the Kooltones this Friday 
afternoon, April 30th, at Cor-
nell's School of Industrial and 
Labor Relations. 
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STARS 
. FOR THE WEEK 
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
Party hearty. Time's running 
out-. 
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) 
Live it up. Not much time 
left. 
Gemini (May 21 - June 21) . 
Get together with old friends. 
The clock is ticking. 
Cancer <J:une 22 - July 22) 
Do it u.P, before it's too late. 
Leo (July 23 - August 22) 
Go wild. The time is short. 
Virgo (August 23 - Sept. 22) 
· Be meri:y, while you can. 
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23) 
Love the one you love, before 
you have to love the one 
you're with. 
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Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21) 
Don't stop now, just a few 
weeks left. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) 
Get your satisfaction, before 
time is shattered. 
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Recognized 
(.;apricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) 
Hang loose, time is tight. 
0 Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) 8 ·Don't waste an hour, the "real 8 worl~" is soon to flower. 
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By Debbie Green 
were judged by the faculty 
Last Thursday afternoon, members of the Applied 
April 22, the Applied Writing Writing department and the 
department held their annual winners are ~s follo~s: . 
Spring Party Reading in the Poetry: First Pnze-Knsten 
Gannett Center lop by. There Ebert . 
the winners of the 1982 writing Honorable Mention-Maureen 
contest were announced. Our O'Brien, Mona !(apla~ 
seventy interested spectators Short Story: First Pnze-Tom 
attended the reception to hear Longo . . 
the winners read their praised. Honorable Mention-Michael 
work and wiiness the Ayala, Sharon Gum:rove . 
distribution of prizes. Each of Pe~sonal Essay: Fmt Pnze-
the first prize winners received Knste~ Ebert . . 
a book and check for thirty Expository Essay: First Pnze-
dollars. The honorable n.en- Leela Fireside . . 
tion prize was a look especially !-J.onorable Mention-Elizabeth 
chosen for the tastes of the Smyth 
winner. Public Essay: First Prize-
Michael Smith 
Honorable 
Riggio 
Mention-John · 
This is the sixth year the 
writing contest has been held 
and this year the department 
received'"the most entries thus 
far--over 1~0. The papers 
Playwriting: Honorable Men-
tion-~tephen Tropiano 
EUROPE 
oCharters O Youth Fares 
ofurail Passes G$tudent Tours 
o Youth Hostel Membership 
Now is the time to begin your plans for 
Summer '82. We've beeri getting people 
to Europe for the last 17 years. 
St~ne Travel Agency 
4 14 Eddy Street, 
Collegetown 
27 3-4443 
South 
ERFE 
MO.RF 
0 Pisces (Feb. 19- March 20) 
· O _ Kick your shoes off, you'll 
* .. 
,JI,. 
, . 
000000 soon be wearing high heels. ..,_ ,,_ .,,_ ... , ....... ,.,., 
Hill Scramble 
-
a:m Out In 
am -/17 Days 
CHOLOs }~ i ; .. ! I - .. 
• 
- .,...... . 
TINSAS Kli ~ ~,: Answers in ·i!-t~Ue 
-
next 
', 
. 
Answers to last week's puzzle . 60's "Poet of Rock" 4>. 
. 
. 
............................................. 
FOLK BORN 
Sculpture 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
272-5101 
AGAIN DADDY: 
. 
. 
'HICKEY'S 
201 5 TIOGA ST. 
ITHACA. N.Y 
272·8262 
- THE 
· Music Store 
D~n't Forget Mo.ther's Day!~ 
In Ma_rch when the season is early. and in 
April, when the season is late, there occasion-
ally 12ome days which awaken a new joy in.the 
heart. Every recurring spring one experiences 
this fresh delight. There is nothing very tangi-
ble yet in awakening nature, but there is 
something in tht; air, sc;>m~ sentiment in th~ 
sunshine and in the look of things, a prophecy 
of life and' renewal, that sends a thrill through 
the f raane. , 
-John Burroughs l 
DYLAN 
SUMMEIC SllBI.ET 
2 IC00111,.-Avail11blt• 
Wiilk Downtown. St'hool. 
Cull 2i3-90:H 
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Counaeling 
,:t.trJ.i ti i I I Iii LUU 11 ittlhtJ iii1.XUi$ iixli 
Need someone to talk to? For con-
idcntial help with a personal concern, 
/ 272-1616, trained counselors on 
ut\ 24 hours a day. Suicide Preven-
ion and Crisis Service. 
!E '1 •t• I I I I I I ti? ltttlt!ti I Ii 1111 ii I I *fl I 
Career Plannini: 
ztl 11 Ii 141 I Ii I LI i tJiilli i I I tlill i ti tttShi 
Career Planning will be open 
1hroughout finals week and the sum-
mer vacation. If you haven't started 
planning your career join us during 
1hcsc times. 
The Career Planning Office is in-
lerested in gathering information 
about the job plans of graduating 
seniors. If you are a senior with a job, 
please contact the Career Planning 
Office staff. 
The staff at Career Planning would 
like to extend our congratulations to 
1he class of 1982. We hope your 
fu1ures are productive and enjoyable. 
As always, our services remain open to 
vou Good Luck. 
Assembly Summer Intern Program is 
a,aiiable at the Career Planning Of-
fice. This internship provides a stipend 
aml valuable experience for qualified 
umkrgraduate~. For more infor-
ma1ion contact the Career Planning 
01 rice or write directly to the Assem-
ble Intern Program, 829-A LOB, 
Alhany, New York 12248. 
The New Yori. Stalc Scnalc announ-
Ct, thc Lcgi,la1ivc Fellow, Program 
fo1 1982-83. The program i, for 
m.1111eula1cd gradua1e s1udcnh who 
a1,· New Yori. rc~idcn1,, and cnrolled 
in .in acct cdilcd gradua1c: program al 
!ht' tinic ol appli,a1ion. Fellow, worl. 
i, 1,·gular Icgi,la1ive ,1atf mcmhcr, of 
1h,· 1>l'flt:c, 10 which lhL'Y arc a,,igned. 
·\,,i.kn1ie c·rcdil ma~ hc arranged for 
ht program. Fellows al~o r~eive a 
alary of $15,800. Applicatiom arc 
1adahle al the Career Planning Of-
itrnr through contac1ing, Dr. Ru.~scll 
· William~. Director, Senalc Studenl 
rog1 am~ Office, State Capi10I, 
00111 500A, Albany, N.Y. 12247, 
d: 518-455-2611. 
h,n,ani1k, '\la11al!el11L'lll. and 
111
" 11 c·,, Ad111ini,1raiio11. I 1,r m,•1t· 
,t .. , n1a1 ion abo111 this p1 Ol!J am cnn-
,,1 1h,· Career l'lanninl! {)i"tk,· or 
11 e ditecily to the W.a~hinl!h•n ill· 
·;1 111,, Summcr. intetnship P~og1a1n. 
"11111 Vern,,u Collel!c, :!100 Fo,hall 
oau. "1\"\_", W:1~hing1011. D.C 20007 · 
1he C'.iiecr Planning Offi,·c i, in· 
lt·1,·,1L'<l · in ga1hcrint! informaiion 
about the job plans· of gradua1it1t! 
11
·n1.s1 ,. if you arL' a ,c·nim with a jot,·, 
Pit'.i,c cnn1ac1 the CarcL·r Plan;1inc 
Ot 11cc Sraff. 
Thl" Pe'er Career C'ounsclo" a, c bad. 111 
,iciion. These sredallv 1raincd 11 Uden,i's are a\·ailable to hl'l1; studcn1, 
~
11 h all their career planninl! 
~ui·,ri,]ns.. 1':Jecd a re~umc c·ri1ique? • 
(' t\·d an OPl'll ear? ChL·cl. I he Peer 
•reL·r·.Counsclor, schedule at 1hc 
·
11
,·c, Planning Office. They are al,o 
ia,/abfc ~f,,r 0111read1 pl(lgram, in 
~It ./~rm nr dun. 
looking for a summer job? The 
arccfiPlans Office has compiled a 
0tcbocik.of all the positions t~at have 
·n sent to their office •. Come in and 
~. YPu might ~nd.that certain j~b-
,, ·~ .. "I. .... 
i=. 
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Help Wonted 
iilll Ii Ii Ii &I I ill clJ I I 11;, r r,,, z ux, 1 di 
The Finger Lakes Statc Park and 
Recreation Region will conducl pre-
season lifeguard examination, as 
lollows: 
Saturday, May 8, 1982 
Eisenhower College 
Seneca Falls, New York 
10:00a.m. 
Examinalions will consist of wriuen 
firs1 aid examination, practical cardio 
pulm(1nary resu~ci1ation and prac1ical 
water 1est. Candidates who pa\s all 
three 1es1, mav be elected for a 
· ,ca~onai lifeguard posiiion. 
For further informaiion, please 
rnniac1 Robert Terrcll, General Park 
Manal!er Rcl!ional Headquaners. 
Iaughan~ock • Fall, S1ate Park. 
Tru111anshurg. New YorJ.., 607- w~ 
70-11. 
11 if! I 111111 ffi) Ii I I I I Ii if! 11 I I I Ii iil!ljt 
Writers 
11 I Ii I ctl I ti 11 I tLtllJI i Iii Li i I It i I j It tltiX 
A $1.000 )'rand pri7L' \\ ill be: awar-
dL·d in 1hc upcominµ p,>cll\ co111-
PL'ti1inn spom,>red hy W(\J Id of 
Pct111 ~. a quarlL'l I~ ncw,le11cr for 
P•'l'1, 
P11ct11~ of all qyk, and <'11 any ~ub-
jcc1 aJL' digihk 1,, L"1llllpc:1e t,,r 1he 
).!land pii7c or Im 99 ,•1hcr c·ash or 
nwn:handi~c awa1 d,. 101alim• 01 l'r 
I JO,(){)(). 
Say, Con1c·si ( "hairman. J.,,cph 
t,,1d1011. ··we a1e l'n,·outa!'inµ p1>1·11c 
•,1k111 nl c\cJ\ hind, and ex1w,·1 nu1 
l'• \ntt•,t It' pr nducl' t:Xt.. ir 111µ 
dt,~tl\Clll'~.·· 
Ruk, and .. 1nc,al cn11~ f,•JJll' ate 
a,ailabk from J!w \\"odd ,,1 Pn,·11y. 
2-131 ...,,nd,n•n Bhd.. lkp1 I. 
Sacrallll'llfn. C.ili1,,rn1a. '!~~I~. 
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Volunteers 
l l I I i t i i LI t q iJ I i I i I i iS I I I I I I I i I i I i i t I i tltJ.I 
WSKD need~ "a few good volun-
1eer,"--about 1500 to be exacl--to 
a\~i~t 'in the Tenth Annual AUC-
TION, June 5-12, 1982. Each year 
people from 19 counties of New YorJ.. 
and Pennsylvania pitch-in to help in 
developing, soliciting, and coor-
dinating the yearly on-air AUCTION 
that feature~ everything from organic 
fertilizer to fire hydrants, from an 
Alaskan Crui~e to a brand-new Dream 
House. 
Volunteers have been the backbone 
of THE AUCTION ever ~ince its in-
ception in 1972. Individuals and 
organizations have gotten involved ~y 
obtaining merchandise donations, 
pulling up poster~, typing envelopes, 
cataloguing merchandise, taking bids 
during THE AUCTION broadcast, 
scr'(ing refreshment~, and in literally 
hundred, of other function~. Attached 
is a feature piece outlining respon-
sibilitie, and cri1eria for becoming an 
AUTION volunteer. 
•iwe honestly coulc not put THE 
AUCTION together without our 
volunteers;'"'"" says Dolores Korba, 
AUCTION Coordinator. "Their 
dedication and enthusiasm is in-. 
defatigable and is what makes THE 
AUCTION one of this a_rea's largest 
community evenh." 
For more information on volun-
teering, interested groups or in-
dividuals should contact THE AUC-
TION Office at 607-754-4777 ·(before 
April 13th) or 607-775-0100 (after 
April);3t'1,) , . , . , .. , ... , . . . ~ 
Dorm lnformotioP 
iii i ISi ilAlilH .. I ii itiliSi Uli ii I ii i&h 
Research Assistant S0u2h1. Gain L'X· 
pcrkncc as a \Olt1111c·er te~L·ar,hn in 
prnjc1:t ,1udying tesideni pc•rcep1i1>11 ot 
neighhorhood, in :1haca. < ·ondu,·1 
pcrs1>nal i11teP icw, and colkc1 
p1i111ary r.:~card1 daia. Siarrs i111-
mediaidy. FleJ-.iblc ~d1cduiL•. Call 
.Marda 256-43) I (day). 277-09-14 
j(c\ening). 
p11titlt• I! I !1 I ti tltl t!flti1t)? Ii lift 
· Fall '82 Schedules 
Eil,X1X1 I 1£r£tii21J I LIXtli¥i£iiiJi4 U U 
Fall 1982 schedules m~y be picked up 
a1 the Registrar's Office beginning 
Monday, May 3, 1982. Students who 
do not pick up their schedule before 
leaving Campus al the end of thi~ 
semester may pick them up when they 
return in the Fall. There will be no 
August mailing this year of infor-
mation concerning Registration. Thai 
information will be picked lip along ' 
with schedules for Fall 1982 in 1he 
Registrar 
·~ Office beginning Monday, May 3. 
Female looking for a single oc-
cupancy or double-o,cupancy (with 
roommate) apartment or home off- , 
campus. For fall semester only. Call ' 
Michelle at 1-753-4067 (Cortland). 
Residence Halh close Sat. May 8, 
10:00 a.m. for all underclassmen. 
On Monday, May 17, 10:00 a.m. all 
seniors in the garden apartments, 
Hudson Heights, and residence halls 
must evacua1e. 
All rooms must be swept clean and 
free of litter and 1rash. lf the room i~ 
nol left in this condi1ion then a $25 per 
person cleaning charge will be assessed 
, each individual. 
1, 2 or all 3 Bedrooms 
Available May - August 
Excellant Condition. Near 
Commons. Price Negotiable. -
Immediate Response 273-4589 
I I 11 I I I I ii ltf 1111! 114*1?1 tij I IU*' •ti £C 11 
Art 
/di 11•,ilio,111 ciJiJ i al r I dLi>t I ioL1ll 
From April 22 through May 16, the 
Handwerker Gallery at Ithaca College 
will present "Senior Artworks," an 
exhibit comprised of paintings, prin-
ts, photographs, sculpture and 
drawings by artists of the Class of 
1982. 
The Gallery, located on the first 
floor of the Gannett Center on the 
Ithaca College campus, will host a 
wine and cheese recjmon on Thur-
sday, April 22, from 5 to 7 pm. It is 
free and open to the public. 
The student artist, chosen by 
faculty members of the art and 
photography departments at Ithaca, 
include: Marilyn Alpirn of Floral 
t'ark, NY; Ross Cameron of Sho;t 
Hills, NJ; Ellen M. Friedlander of 
Utical,NY; Paula M. Giovinazzo of 
Florham Park, NJ; Katheryn L. Gray 
of Weston, CT; Peter Haffner of Har-
tford, CT; Sandy Harford of Silver 
Creek, NY; Bryan Ilg of Upper Saddle 
_river, NJ; Jeff Katz of Fairfield, 
CT; Cynthia Keller of West Seneca 
NY; Richard Lawrence of Ithaca: 
Megan P.O'Shea of Setauket, NYi 
Michelle Sternglass of Lansing, NY; 
and James Wells of Ithaca. 
Gallery hours are Monday-Friday 
from 8am to midnight; Friday from 8 
am to 5pm. Closed weekends. 
1 HTHACA 
COLLEGE 
with 
the 
UNIVERSITY-
OF PISA 
\ 
offers-
July 15 - August 14 
(5 crt·d,1 field school course) 
TWO EXCAVATIONS: 
[iliJ fOOO BC Fortified Bronze Age Village (Abruzzo) 
CJ 7000 BC Stratified Mesolithic Camp (Tuscany) 
VISIT: Rome f, Florence for museum tours 
WORK with students and faculty archeologists from 
Italian universities. 
. ENJOY good archeology, good company. good food 
at a very reasonable cost 
INTERESTED? ... CONTACT: 
D,111 l wit 
Dq>f. (lf A11tl11op11ir>q\ 
Mulle1 ..,J n 
I, ·I f>O ,· ?74 34 7', 
I Ill" Offtl 1' of l11l,·111.it1,>11cif f'1oq1,111h 
Mulh 218 
I ..! f)ff/ ? 7-1 ~ ~' H, 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
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THE NEEDIEST Addross i 
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April 29, 1982 
F = Ford Auditorium 
Music 
N = Nabenhauer Room 
April 29 
Electronic Music. 7 pm 
(N) 
The ~iter Ensen:i_ble, 
8: 15 pm (F) 
Organ and Harpsichord 
Recital.~- Kib~e, 
2:30 pm (F) 
Madrig~ Si~gers and 
Women's Chorale, 
8:15 pm (F) 
Best ~ ~1 Mike 1'1ig~~. 
Union Dining Hall, 
8:30 pm; sponsored by 
SAB. Admission charged. 
Voice Recital, ~-
Cumm½~- Chapel, 4 pm 
Jazz Composition, J. 
Werki!]_g_, Chapel. 8 pm 
Ithaca Youth Orchestra, 
7: 30 pm (F) 
Mav 15 ___,, __  
Commencement Eve Con_e __ er ~. 
Ben Light Cym 
,_._ ... , ........ ~ .... - - ... . ~ -
Theatre/Films 
April 30 
S.A.B. Film - Tess. 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm. 
Admission charged. 
S.A.B. Film - Tess, 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm. 
Admission charged. 
S.A.B. Film - Warner 
----Brothers Cartoons, 
Textor 102, 8 pm 
Sports 
April 30 
_\foll.!_S;_I]__~ ..!_,acrosse, at 
NYS,\ T AI.J 
Women's Softball. Rl 
NYSAI i\l.J 
1hir s_j_t:_Y_ Base b a.11_, v :-; . 
' Con land. 3 pm (II) 
! _V,i r~ !:_ac rossc. ;11 
Middlebury 
Women's Softball. ~l 
~ri"S1\IA\.J 
1-:omen's Lc1crosse, .1t 
-- ---- ---- --
~~YSA I A\.J 
yar~i_Ll ~1sebal_!. :it 
Bu f fa 1 <' , I pm 
V'"n:_sJ_t,_y_ Jrack, vs. RTT. 
I pm ( H) 
Varsitv Jrack, at NYS 
Varsity Baseball, vs. 
Colgate, 1 pm (H) 
Vars:i_!y Track, at NYS 
~~~~~~~~~"'IQ,,.""tl.,.~~"11;::,..~~ 
. . ~. . . 
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~ 
Meetings ~ 
-------~ 
April 30 ~ ~ 
Faculty meeting, Textor~ 
102, 4 pm ~ 
~ 
Alpha Epsilon Rho awards~ 
presentation, main ~ 
theatre, Dillingham. I 
6 pm ~ 
~ 
Phi ~~ Phi initiatiori~ 
banquet. Textor 102, ~ 
6 pm ~ 
Bible Study _Hour, 
DeMotte Room, Union, 
3 pm; sponsored by 
Dayspring 
FaculJJ'._ _5:ounc il meeting 
Board Room, Job Hall, 
7:30 pm 
Campus Life Award 
ceremony. Dil~ingham 
Center Lobby, 4 pm 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
" b..~~~~~~"~~~'lih.~~~~ 
Etcetera 
Semester Classes 
Lectures/Seminars 
April 29 
Prag.!11;.;t~ Analysis of 
Language, Gannett 
115. 7 pm; sponsored 
by speech pathology 
graduate students. 
Poetr_y_ Re~i ng. 
Crossroads. 7:30 pm; 
sponsored by Engligh 
Department 
' •·-'•'*' 4'1CCt•*- fllll .. 
. ---
Ei~_. 6 pm 
Residence Halls 
close for 
underclassmen, 
10 am 
_r,Jon-Sen io r Grad es 
due to registrar. 
10 am 
i j 
l 
· I 
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Cula-
Boom! Is that your way of taking 
the challenge? 
-Cola 
Cola-
Boom! You better believe it is! 
Boom! Boom! Boom! 
-Cula. 
Reading tutor wanted twice a week 
Tuesdays and Thursdays, $15.00 pc; 
week. Interested? Call Victor 
Costello at 273-2478. 
My Best Friend-
Thanks for a great year. The good 
times are far too many to mention, gut 
you know which ones I mean. The 
"bonds" of our very small club will be 
there forever. Someday if you can 
figure out just what those bond5 are 
maybe you can explain it to me. 
Meanwhile, why don't we both work 
on our fruit cocktails and maybe next 
year we'll get it right. Sec ya on 
August 26th with a bottle of cham-
pagne. 
Love ya, 
Suzie 
Tom, Li~a, Lori, 
Get psychgcd for a 5uper lyear in 
Tallcott! 
your H.R. 
To Landon 2nd floor! 
What a year! I'll miss you all, but 
don't forget our reunion in Septem-
ber! 
Love, ra 
Tim-
You hoser! 
Kevin, 
It's 3:00 am but don't worry, I'll ger 
it somewhere else! 
luv, 
need-a-fix 
Scottie Baxter and the hummers, 
Need a new group member? 
Dougie-jo wants to join. 
a hummer fan 
Speedo, 
I need a new car anyhow. What do 
ya think of a Buick? 
Ralph 
To the "ODL" Pubbies-
Good lick to all of you! We'll miss 
you next year! Go wild senior week! 
Love-
the other Pubbies 
To the sisters-
Home for Senior week! Be ready to 
party! Meet me at the Pines!! 
ILY 
Doris 
To Gamma Delt's leaving sisters-
We'll miss you guys!! Best of luck 
to all of you. See you at •'fie Reunion! 
WLY-
the others 
Alison and Lori-
I'm psyched for this summer! Let's 
do it up and go sild I! 
The 3rd 
To the three most hard men in the 
world, 
Phil, Larry & Dave, you're terrific! 
The Rhoies can't miss with you behind 
the wheel. 
Love, 
Mindy 
To the sisters of Delta Phi Zeta, 
I hope everyone has a fantastic 
summer. I'm going to miss all of 
you!I See you again at Casanovia! 
Love & S_S.F., 
Bcrecca 
.Ricky-
Whether it's Patchogue, Hartford, 
or East Ave. we'll still be 
"TOGETHER." The next two years 
are going to be a challenge, but I know 
we can make it.because we're us! 
All my Love, · 
Betsey 
Frito Feet & Hammerhead, 
You Guys truly are the Best. From 
the man who's a FOOT himself. 
Garden 26-2-8 is proud to announce 
the temporary return engagement of 
Hank Coleman. See him here, in 
living color graduation seekend. This 
onetime only event is a must. Tickets 
available at the Egbert Union, Willard 
Straight .Hall or call Tickctron and 
char-it. First come, First served; no 
rainchecks, no guarcntecs. Sponsored 
by Hankishome, Inc. 
Joan Jette would be proud; 
Sing it, "I Love PB & J, so put 
another 5 in the Staples, Baby, I Love 
PB & J so pout another 5 in so we can 
eat.'' 
26 Staple Mon5ters. 
Seniors; It would be great if my entire 
family could sec me graduate. I need 
an extra ticket (In case of rain). Call 
Rob 277-2789. Thanks. 
To all Double Bassists; 
This single bassist wishes to cxpres5 
sincere regret at having to leave the 
section. God, I'll miss you guys! Be 
good always, practice hard and watch 
Mr5. G.!! And may you al! play 
Koussevitsky your senior year (by 
memory, all three movements, of 
course). 
A fond adieu, 
The Lady Bassist 
Dear Pamela Gearhart, 
Where else but in your orchestra 
could a bass player from Altoona, 
Pa., learn so much and receive such 
inspiration? It won't be the same next 
year without you. Thank you for four 
marvelous years! 
Love, 
A certain section leader 
To the ones they'll marry, 
This is the final classified from your 
friendly neighborhood classified FBI 
agent. I must learn my new code for 
the agency so I leave to you people all 
those other code words. Never forget 
them, they may be of use sotneday. 
Au revoir dalinks. 
Love 
Soi 
To the 27-2-8 Boys 
Thanks for the Good Times, Good 
partys and good friends, only 17 days 
left soooo lets dooo it!!!!! 
RENE 
Hey Ed 
Where did you learn how to drive a 
standard Bury Yu burned you and me 
too!!! Get a real car huh? 
r. 
Hey Chalon 
Just because you wear pink pants 
and keep your collar up does not make 
you a model person 
Your fellow Model 
Lou and Rick 
Hey who is going to win the bet? 
Rogers get your 5--t totether or I'll lose 
faith in you. 
R.B. 
MAD WOMEN OF ITHACA 
UNITE-
Senior week i, rapidly approaching-
5hal! we trash the joint one la,t time? 
OK- a, long a, there aren't any more 
bottle throwing contests! Love you 
hot h even i r you are crazy! 
"The Le,, Vioknt One" 
Dearest Craig, 
Thank God for the heat ol the 
summer- otherwi~e you might NEVER 
have shaved! And you know how wc 
love that nice, smooth face ruhbmg 
agam~t our.:(one at a time Prctt-no 
kinky ~it!). Anyway we all have to ,it 
together at graduation-won't you hc 
lucky-one on each ,idc! 
. We Love You 
Your _Two Favorite Women 
El and Em-
I'm gonna mi,, you two ~o much! I 
love more than you can ever know! 
...Love, Sa · 
Love.Sa 
To The Guy, At State St. 
Thanb for 10 many fun and wasted 
time,! fhe memories arc too many to 
mention here! Looking lorward to a 
great senior week! Good luck to you 
al! and I'll mi,, ya! 
Lo,e, AER 
P.S. I guess that include, you too 
Merrill! 
To The Wild Women ol the 
Whcn', the next party! 
Let', go NUTS! 
Tt·namcn1! 
Low, 'another Wild Woman 
To Emily, 
Well here', to another graduation 
togcther!(wc have to ,top this!) !t, 
bn•n a cra,y 4 year, or drinking. 
r1c.iking out, scoping, , and other 
a"orted a,11,il1c,. Thank, rm 
C\t•ryting! 
Lo,c, Amy 
To the Prep 111 the Red Ferrari, 
No. Uo,ton doesn't ,ucJ... we're not 
ea,y and let', l'all a truce ror senim 
Lo,e, Your 2 favorite Women 
J"nTht·SGO. 
Let, ,moJ..c cig.iretlc,! 
Its heen great-Good lm·k m·,t 
yc·,11 ! !I-Icy Roh, when, thl' wedding? 
Lo,e, Yolll PR L.1,h 
To The State Street Gang, 
It', been a great ,cmc,1c1- lnts of 
wa,tetl tlay, am.I nights and m.in~ 
more to come during ,cn101 wed! 
LET'S GO FOR IT! 
ThanJ.., fo1 the u,e or your couch on 
those night, that I REALLY don't 
rem1.:mbcr. 
Loh or Lo"':, 
A Graduating Drnnkatd 
To My E,tra Set or Ear,, 
They've never railctl 10 be• thc1 e 
when ! needed them. Thank, for all 
your support. I'll never be able to 
repay you- but I'll try! 
Get p,ychetl for Semor Wed .. - THIS 
IS IT! (And now we have an e,cu,c!) 
Love, "Bomar" 
The Neglcgent-Pa,,ctl-Out-
Potatoc-Cooker 
Thank, for not ,ettmg MY l10u,e on 
fire too! Though I wouldn't blame 
you after what I ditl to your c·.ir. Oh 
well, them\ the 'brake,' (Get it?). 
Good luck nC\t year- make it t·ounl. I 
know I did! 
1 "The One You Like To Pid. ON" 
HAAS WOMAN! 
Arc you ready? Damn well heller be 
'cause it', gonna bc a ,it-ko scmor 
wcck. But ou1 vacation will ht· c,cn 
SICKER-GET PSYCHED. 
Kathy, 
Love Ya Kid, 
y~ 
Good luck on finals we'll have to go 
wild next Friday when we're finished-
Get psyched for the Regatta this sum-
mer! I'll miss you dinkleballs! 
Ilove you! 
Your faithful roomie. 
Paula, Crill and Val, 
Get psyched for the KA formal and 
the Hillside lnnl We'll have a 1;reat 
time!! 
Love and S.S.F-, 
Becca 
Eileen-
Passionately awaiting our second an-
nual "DATE." Graduation is not 
goodbye . 
-Mike 
Suzannah-
Here's to drinkin11 our faces off for 
four year~. And here's to you for 
being the beautiful friend that you arc. 
I love you! Boston watch out!! I 
Sarah 
April 29, 1982 
Q-B, Ying, Stinky, No-Show, Hooter-
The best year could only start with the 
best roomates. You guys arc it. 
Love and Boom! 
bajima-facc 
M-
l think holding your hand at Cornell 
was a pretty gutsy move. I like the way 
things turned out. 
-M 
P&D 
We used to have four years, now we 
have one week, and no more 
classifieds in the Ithacan. Don't know 
what to do except say, I'll miss you! 
Love Always, 
A 
J&J&J 
Having you here May !6th will be the 
best way for your little sister celebrate 
graduation. 
I love you, 
Bucky 
Hey Lebow-
What do ya say? Me, You, the mule & 
the bearded programmer together? 
Hey-all you people in Bo~twick's intro 
to acting! Don't be caught reading 
this in cla~s. or el5c. 
Jessie's Girl 
P.S.(Bunny, let me eat you ... ) 
Beth, Neena, Lisa,& Heidi, 
Thanks for all the milk, sugar, butter, 
parmagien cheese, coffee, popcorn, 
waterfights, mudslides, and 
everything else that made thi5 a great 
year. 
Love, 
To the litlc green Bunny, 
Our cars have definitely made histon 
in Ithaca. It's too bad they could nvc·r 
have met oneanother but luckily me 
met soph. year. Thanks for being you 
Love, 
The Little Brown Bunny. 
O.L.'s-
Perky Patty and Elegant Ellen, 
Congrats on Colorado and Macy's! 
Love; O.L.-Passionate from ABC. 
Chepster-from London to the state, 
we've managed to work it out. I'm 
glad we can finally call each other 
friends- You've been a great one anti I 
won't forget you-
Love Leech-
Paul-You were my invisible partner 
through all those years. When ever I 
needed you, you were there- I'll h· 
able to thank you enough. 
I love ya always 
Your babe. 
To my most favorite LETCH- wo1il, 
every breath. 
Here's your name in lights. You made 
it to the big time, but then aga111. 
you've always been big time with me-
going South or not! My spot "di 
always be hot for you. Thank, t,•r 
landing my English-borne fantasy 111 ., 
proper-whether I like it or not-reaht) 
Think of me in Hawaii, New Zcala11J. 
California, and Kansas. 
Didju know one is- missing yow 
lingeringly beautiful image already? 
signed, Jersey City 
Question: Is a horse a Eunuch-horn? 
Foodcheck King, 
Bangscr. 
Coffe King & Answer: 42 
Gnome comment. 
To the Boys of 26-2-8, 
It was great "living with you" par-
time. Best of luck in all your 
futures ... (! put in for staples last 
week, did you?) 
Love, 
Bets. 
See you in sanctuary (or colorado!) 
I hope Scooby-doe5, because I do! 
Love, 
Spunky 
To Dana and Marybcth-
A5 of now you are the proud owner, 
of a 2501b rock! Take care of it! We'll 
EAL, miss you all so much!! 
"I'd rather be in Rochester," but who Love, 
knows where the music will take me. I Donna and Holly 
know we'll do it together, as always. 
L, H, K,&S, 
Me 
John&Jeff, 
We got to be doing it up at least one 
more time before diplomaday. 
The King. 
A.S.T. and D.E.V. 
Thanks for the memories! 
•S.W.B. 
Tuner, 
The flowers are absolutely gorgeous. 
Thanks so much for making me feel so 
good! 
cove, 
Slip-into-place 
DearL.V.D. 
You really know how to put on a good 
show! "Dress for Success" was the 
best!!! By the way what should I wear 
with my pink ski.rt, cotton twil pink 
sweater and pink polo shirt? Well, I 
know now ... Ahhh a pink cumber-
bun_ It looks perfect. , 1 
Love always, 
P.B. 
P.S. thanks for the wine and daisies. 
To the Prelude Woman. 
Thanks for a fantastic year of bed 
talk, cornish game hens, laundry 
escapades, dispatcher phone calls, 
lock outs, top's shopping, and most of 
all your everlasting friendship! 
Love ya, 
Your roomie. 
ToT-3B Room 307, 
You two mean so much to me. Let's 
keep in touch. I'll miss you and I love 
ya! 
Love, 
T-1 Room 306 
DPhiZ, 
Joann and Maryellen-
Thanks for the memories (I mean 
"fangs a lot") you both mean so much 
to me! Remember al! those time \\C 
spent together! Don't forget who'll gc 
t married first, have the most kids 
(BA, Ba's), and the yearly reunions 
Love ya, 
Joanne. 
To the Editor: 
This is a personal. Please try to get 11 
in this last issue- it is very important 
L.N. . 
The last six months have been the 
be'st! I couldn't think of a better \la, 
to have spent them. This is the 291!1, 
right? 
L.S. 
Wingnut I 
So you're going to Tiranna, ch? i 
hear Irish Canadians make grca , 
drinkilng duddies and Sandy has 'i 
whole list of cathcy double name ,; 
waiting for us. At least we won't ~e ,1 
phone calls at 3:00 am that weekcntl. , 
Wingnut 2 , 
P.S. Are we r eally going to " 1 
Peeter? 
The 9th Floor West Tower-
You guys have made my scmesl 
great! I wouWn 't have wanted an;) 
other group of girls. ~ 
All my love, 
. YourR.A. 
West Tower Staff- l 
This semester has been fantastic! 1·, : 
loved working with all of you. I'l! 1111< 
you. 
All my love, 
Janet 
I'll miss you all so much. Get psyched Seniors; 
for a wild and wasted summer J am looking for three gl'llduutio 
meeting! I love you all. Keep smiling. tickets to buy. If anyone has am cd 
Love, . . • , •••. _ . . .• Rl~se cootactJamle at 172-2788, 
Tammy · · · · · 
Aoril 29, 1982 
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Midfielder Bill Nelligan fights for a face-off against 
St. Lawrence. See story on Colgate victory on back 
pa~e. 
·:·. ! 
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Pizzas Delivered to Your Door! 
Just Ask For FREE Cokes 
Wfth your Pizzas -
Putigi1fs Pi33a 
211 ELMIRA ROAD 
272-7600 
I("..~., • : ,: • : • f • .... 1 , .. • . --,,·\ ~,-"., 1',tJ~~·~ 
,.Pizzas_Now Delivered to I.C.: 
Monday-Sun.day~ P .M. -1 A.M. 
_ .... "' .... - - ..... 
. ': ·,, 
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NFL Draft 
4:::oimt.inued trom 
Scoreboard 
Los Angeles 
Barry Redden, rb, Richmond. Bill 
Bechtold, c; Oklahoma. Jeff 
Gaylord, lb, Missouri. Wally Kerstin, 
ot, Minnesota. Doug Barnett,· de, 
Azusa-Pacific. Kerry Locklin, te, 
New Mexico Stale. 
Miami 
Roy Foster, og, Southern Califor-
nia. Mark Duper, wr, Northwest 
Louisiana. Paul Langfield, db, Penn 
State. Charles Bowser, lb, Duke. Bob 
Nelson, dt, Miami, Fla. Rich Diana 
rb, Yale. Tom Tutson, db, South 
Carolina State. Ron Hester lb 
Florida State. ' ' 
Minnesota 
Darrin Nelson, rb, Stanford. Terry 
Tausch, ot, Texas. Jim Fahnhorst, lb, 
Minnesota. Gregg Storr, lb, Boston 
(College. 
New England 
Ken Sims, dt, Texas. Lester 
Williams, dt, Miami, Fla. Robert 
Weathers, rb, Arizona State. Andre 
Tippett, de, Iowa. Darryl Haley, ot, 
Utah. Cedric Jones, wr, Duke. 
Clayton Wcishuhn, lb, Angelo State. 
George Crump, de, East Carolina. 
Brian Ingram, lb, Tcnnes~ee. Fred 
Marion, db, Miami, Fla. Rickey 
Smith, db, Alabama State. 
KlilJSllSaty 
· Anthony Hancock, wr, Tennessee. 
Calvin Daniels, lb, North Carolina. 
Louis Haynes, lb, North Texas State. 
Stuart Anderson, lb, Virginia. Del 
Thompson, rb, Teitas-Ed Paso. Dur-
wood Roquemore, db, Teitas A&I. 
Oakland 
Marcus Allen, rb, Soughern 
California. Jack Squirek, lb, Illinois. 
Jim Romano, c, Penn State. Vann 
McElroy, db, Baylor. Ed Muransky, 
ot, Michigan. Ed Jackson, lb, 
Louisiana Tech. 
Philadelphia 
Mike Quick, wr, North Carolina 
State. Lawrence Sampleton, te, 
Texas. Vyto Kab, te, Penn state. An-
thony Griggs, lb, Ohio State. Dennis 
DcVaughas, db, Biship. Curtis 
Grieve, wr, Yale. 
Piltsburgh 
Walter Abercrombie, rb, Baylor. 
John Meyer, ot, Arizona State. Mike 
Meriweather, lb, Pacific. Rick 
Woods, db, Boise State. Ed Dallafior, 
ot, Minnesota. Mike Perko, dt, Utah 
Swtc. Craig Bingham, lb, Syracuse. 
SI. Louis 
Luis Sharpe, ot, UCLA. David 
Galloway, dt, Florida. Vinny Perrin, 
db, Alabama. Rusty Guilbeau, de, 
McNccse State. James Robbins, ot, 
East Carolina. Vance Bedford, db, 
Texas. Earl Ferrell, rb, East Ten-
nessee State. Craig Shaffer, lb, In-
diana State. 
San Diego 
No selections. 
San Francisco 
Bubba Paris, 01, Michigan. Newton 
!Williams, rb, Arizona Stale. Vince 
Williams, rb, Oregon. 
Se11llle 
Jeff Bryant, de, Clemson. Bruce 
Scholtz, lb, Texas. Pete Metzelaars, 
te, Wabash. Jack Campbell, ot, Utah. 
Tampa Bay 
Sean Farrell, og, Penn State. 
Booker Reese, de, Bethune-Cookman. 
Jerry Bell, tc, Arizona Stale. John 
Cannon, de, William & Mary. Dave 
Barrett, fb, Houston. Jeff Davis, lb, 
Clemson. Andre Tyler, wr, Starif.Drd. 
Washington 
Vernon Dean, db, San diego State. 
Carl Powell, wr, Jackson State. Todd 
Liebenstein, de, Nevada-Las Vegas. 
Mike Williams, te, Alabama A&M. 
Lemont Jeffers, lb, Tennessee. 
It's become known as the ''Annie Hall" 
bag b-ecause Diane Keaton dashed 
around in the film with a large straw 
basket hanging from her shoulder. It 
comes from Kenya and was popular even 
before the movie. This year it's been 
improved. Fo~ on~ thing, it is in brighter 
colors instead of the neutral Kenyan pat-
terns. The leather-handled bag, large 
enough to tote a weekend wardrobe, ilil 
$24.95 at 
Ho.use of-Shalimar 
. CENTER IT HAGA •COMMONS• PYRAMID 
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A 0 §§].§1t Man o. . ' ' ... , ' : 0 Ro·,·h-'_; •. • l· Serling 
By Doug Clauson 
When looking at the scoring 
figures of the Ithaca College 
men's lacrosse team the eye is 
always attracted to the column 
headed "Goals". Many fans 
will overlook the offensive 
passing that helped bring ·out 
the goal refered to assists. 
During this season on South 
Hill, chances are good that 
when the Bombers scored a 
goal Rob Serling would be 
credited with an assist. 
Serling, a four year starter 
on attack for Ithaca, is one .of 
the finest passers ever to play 
on South Hill. His career stats 
show 182 total points in four 
years with 116 coming · on 
assists. 
"My passing ability is the 
strongest point of my game. 
I've always concentrated on 
feeding all throughout high 
school and college,'' said 
Serling. 
Serling considers himself an 
Women Qualify 
By Tuti Scott 
-Twenty members of lhe 
: Ithaca College women's track 
and field team will travel to St. 
, John's· University this Friday 
· and Saturday to comptet in the 
: 1982 New York State AJA W 
track and field championship. 
The Lady Bombers placed 
ninth at last year's champion-
, ship, though first year Ithaca 
coach Linda Buettner expects 
improvement upo'n that finish 
·· by this year's squad. 
"With the quality of the 
athletes we have going to 
states, I feel we should be able 
to finish among the top five 
teams," Buettner says. 
Ithaca's record stands at 25-
_. 4 with a first place finish at the 
Albany Invitational and a 
strong fourth out of 17 teams 
at the Cortland Invitational. 
: The Lady Bomber's latest win 
i was a 121-41 victory over 
R.I.T. in their only home meet 
· of the 1982 season. Ithaca 
· swept the top three places in 
the 100-meter hurdles, the 
discus, high jump, and the 
400-meter run. 
·Leading Ithaca into the state 
· meet will be sophomore Rose 
Danielle who made Ithaca 
. women's track history last 
; week when whe became the 
· Bomber's first-ever national 
' championship meet qualifier. 
' Danielle, who qualified for 
nationals by clearing 5-6 in tfte 
high jump on her way to a first· 
place finish at the Cortland 
Invitational, will compete in 
· the high jump and three more 
events at the state meet. She 
·was fourth hi the higfi Jump af'. 
the state championship a year 
ago, and this· year will also 
compete in the 100-meter dash 
and on the 400-meter and 880-
yard medley relay teams. 
Another state title conten- ; 
der is Ithaca's outstanding 
3200-meter relay team of Patty 
Lovell, JoAnn Morris, Marisa 
Sutera, and Colleen Murphy 
who set their best mark fo the 
event at 9:46.2 against R.1.T. 
Distance runner Lovell will 
also run in the 1,500-meter 
and 800-meter events. The 
junior co-captain was seventh 
at 800 meters at last year's 
state tl)eet. Murphy is un-
defeated in the 3,000 meter 
run this season and will com-
pete in the 5,000-meter race 
walk as well. Sutena, another 
record-breaking freshman, 
will run in the 400-meter hur- . 
dies and as a member of the · 
400-meter relay team. 
In the field events Ithaca · 
will send four athletes to com- · 
pete in the javelin, led by 
defending state champion ., 
Cathy Kennedy. Hilary Kemp 
will throw the javelin and the 
discus, while Elaine Ap-
felbaum and Linda Coultas 
will compete in the javelin . 
Freshman Darlene Alling will 
be the Bombers' only par-
ticipant in the shot put. 
Co-captain Morris will run a 
leg on the 880-medley relay 
and compete in the 400-meter 
dash, while freshman Emelia 
Ecih will compete in the 100-
meter hurdles. 
II 
1r A.KIE NOTilClE 
The MELRllCJK. ILeasing Co. will 
he picking up refrigerators and 
freezers on Saturday May]. and 
§unday·May 2. 
* Look in your maUhox 
for notices. 
Also: Hf you wish to earn $3.50 
per hour, help with pick-up! 
Call Kip 273-3505 . 
·, 5-.6pm, 7-7:30pm, ll-11:3.0pm 
• -----·--- - ... :1, ...... ~-
unselfish player and always 
puts the team goal of winning 
aheas " of any personal 
achievement. "On offense, 
I'm always looking for the 
open man and try to do 
whatever I can to help the 
team win," added Serling. 
On attack, Serling works 
very well with_ junior · Rich 
Marino. Marino and Serling 
have combined to close to 100 
of the Bombers 194 total team 
points. Marino has hit for a 
team leading 32 goais, while 
Serlirig is no slouch with 19 
and an outstanding 36 assists. 
"Rich and I compliment 
each other real well on offen-
se. I'm always looking for him 
as he is for me. He's a great 
scorer and has helped my 
game a lot," said Serling. 
serlfng has also performed 
well as a team leader for 
Ithaca during the season. "As 
one of the captains and a four 
year starte1 . - I feel that 1 Ithaca is looking to return 
should set. an example for to NCAA Division II-III 
some of the_ ~~~ger pl8:yers playoffs after sitting out last 
whether things are going good season. Serling feels that_ the 
or bad," said Serling., remaining two games on the 
Coach Ray Rostan feels that Bomber schedule are key. 
Serling adds a great deal to the "Traveling 6 hours to Ver-
team and has worked very mont to play· Middlebury 
hard to improve. "Rob has College will be tough, but we 
worked all year during the should win our last two·games 
season and throughout the and qualify for the playoffs," 
winter lifting weights. He is an said Serling. 
effective leader and adds any As each game passes, 
talents to the·squad," added · Serling moves higher and 
Rostan. · higher on the Ithaca career 
After Tuesdays' win over scoring list. He presently stan-
Colgate, ~ Ithaca's winning ds in the number four position 
streak has been extended to six · with 66 ·goals and 116 assists. 
games after losing four games .. Serling also leads the ICAC in 
in the start of the season. . scoring with 55 total points at 
"We played tough teams in 19-36. 
the beginning of our schedule Next time you're at an IC 
and we might not have been lacrosse game or reading a 
ready. Now, we have molded boxscore make note of the 
. together as a team and we're _ player leading in assists. 
playing real well", said Chances are good that players' 
Serling. name is Rob Serling. 
Ilth.aca Seeded Tllnird 
By Tutti Scott 
The Ithaca College women's 
softball team has been seeded 
third in the EAIA W Division 
II regional tournament and 
will face sixth-seeded Ver-
mont, 6-3, in a best-of-three 
quarterfinal series Saturday at 
Ithaca's Yavits Field. Game 
times will be 12 p.m., 2 p.m., 
and, if necessary, 4 p.~. 
The Lady Bombers, 15-12-1 
overall, will be making their 
third appear nace in the 
regional tournament in the last 
four years. Ithaca placed third 
in the region last year and 
third in 1979. while Burruby is 8-4-1 with a 
Quarterfinal winners ad- 1.08 ERA. 
vance to the regional finals Outfielder Anne Sammis 
May 7-8 at Allentown, PA. leads the Lady Bombers at the 
The regional finals will be a plate. She's batting .318 with 
four-team, double-elimination two home runs and 12 RBIs. 
tournament. Other top hitters for Ithaca in-
The Lady Bombers have elude designated gitter and left 
posted a 11-4-1 record since fielder Deb Delahunt with a 
returning from their spring .308 average, outfielder Kris 
trip in South Carolina diring Butterfield with a .300 
spring break. Ithaca was 4-8 average, and second baseman 
during the trip South, in- -Nancy Kleinsmith with a .299 
eluding four losses to Division average. 
I schools. 
Ithaca will be led in post 
season play by p ½itchers 
Vicki Scott and Jo Burruby. 
Scott is 7-8 wjth a 1.74 ERA 
A colorful atmosphere 
from out of the past 
for your dining en19yment 
Stationmaster -
Joe C1i1SCh1's 
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Sports Round .. Up 
Men's Varsity Baseball (9-4, 3-2 ICAC) 
.... 
.::-•::. 
... .. . 
... .. . 
...... 
. ..... 
... . .. 
...... 
.... 
The Bombers may have come out of their slight tailspin as they travelled to Hobart and 
swept a doubleheader. Senior Dan Smith earned the victory in the first game, 5-1, and Roc-
co DiPonzio won his second straight, 11-1. The team was having trouble getting their pit-
ching, hitting and defense to come together last week. Five errors leading to four unearned 
runs hurt Ithaca in a 7-3 loss to Cornell in the first leg of the Mayor's Trophy. In the 5-2 
defeat against RPI, the Bombers let in four unearned runs by committing three errors. The 
Bomber offense produced 76 runs in a six game stretch and showed signs or their capabilities 
by beating Cortland, 8-4. Junior second baseman Eddie Sands leads the team with a .500 
batting average. Catcher Bob Adams is-at .486, first sacker Greg Egan is hitting -426 and 
third baseman Bob Campese shows a .417 average. In the pitching department junior Mark 
Ragan heads the staff with a 2-0 record and a 2.08 ERA. Fagan has struck out 23 batters in 
13 innings, averaging 15.9.whiffs per nine innings. The Bombers lost to Cortland State on 
Friday at 3 p.m. 
Men's Varsity Track 
Steve St. Clair was a winner in the 100 and 200 meter races and the 400-meter relay as 
Ithaca sprinted to the team title in the ICAC track and field championships Saturday at 
-Troy. Ithaca's total of 155 points bested second place St. Lawrence by 18. Mike Page set a 
school record and qualified for the state and national meets with a 7 .29 meters in the long 
jump. 
Men's Crew 
The varsity and junior varsity lightweights were winners in Kerr Cup racing on the 
Schuykill in Philadelphia on Saturday. The varsity, lights rowed to a time of 6:49.9 beating 
second place Georgetwon by ten seconds, and the jayvees won their race with a 7:03. l time. 
The master race, the varsity heavies, was won by Temple 
Women's Lacrosse (4-2) 
The women Lxers are seeded first in the state after defeating Army, 19-4, at West Point. 
The women play Army again on Friday at 9:30 a.m. at Oneonta in the opening round of the 
state tournament. Shawn Benoliel let the team in scoring with 6-2, followed by Suzanne 
Tassie, 6-0, and Kathy Katz, 3-3. 
Women's Softball (13-12'-1) 
The softball team swept a doubleheader from Army by scores of 11-1 and 4-0. Anne 
Sammis and Maureen Charros doubled and tripled and drove in tow runs each to provide the 
offense. Pitcher Jo Burruby totalled seven strikeouts in the second game shutout win. 
Junior defenscmun Jim ••s(·ooby" Eugun goe11 after u loose bull. 
Men's Jayvee Baseball (64) 
A grand slam home run by Mike Mayhew was the decisive blow as Ithaca defeated TC3, 
16-10, to split their Sunday doubleheader. The Panthers barely held on and won the first 
game, 8-7, holding off a late Bomber rally after leading 7-3. On Saturday the Bombers swept 
both games against Jamestown 10-8 and 11-10. The team hit three home runs including a 
grand slam by Jeff Hunt. 
Continued from p. 24 
is an important match." 
No team can fully prepare for unexpected bad weather, especially in 
tennis, which thrives on sunshine. Unwelcome puddles force the team 
indoors where practices cannot accomplish very much. "You have to 
be very organized for bad weather practices," said Faulkner. "I keep 
the practice sessions as short as possible but never waste the time you 
have. When you have no choice but to stay inside. the only thing you 
can do is wall-work and stn:tching to keep in shape. Once and awhile 
we were able to get over and practice under the bubble." 
"Our season is so short and the weather made it even shorter ... and 
school ends so early. It 1s tough to concentrate on outside stuff during 
finals week," Faulkner sympathised. "If we could get the players in 
January and work with them through the season, we'd get much better 
results." 
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First Game 
RPI (I) AB R H I.C. (3) AE R H 
Bettinoo, ss ·3 ~ 0 Barone, rf 3 0 0 Vavoso, If 4 I Pallister, If I I I 
McMahn,cf 3 ;O I Farrell, If 0 0 0 
Heiser, lb I 0 0 Egan, lb 2 I I 
Hetzel, 3b 2 0 0 Serino, lb 0 0 0 
Friedberg, dh 3 I 0 Fagan, dh-p 3 0 0 
Ruglander, c 3 0 0 Campese, 3b 2 0 0 
Adams, 2b 2 0 0 Adams, c 3 I 2 Stanek, p 0 0 0 Deluca, cf 2 0 0 Grant, p 0 0 0 Sands,2b 3 0 I 
Totals 22 3 Murray, ss 2 0 0 
Total~ 21 3 s 
RPI 
I.C. 000 0 I 3 0 000 X 3 5 0 
RBI-Egan, Campese, Sand~. SB-
Barone.SAC-Campese, Hetzel.LOB-
RPI 4, IC 7.DP-ICl,RPI l.2B-
McMahn, Sands, Adams.3B-Pallister·, 
Egan. 
IP H R ER BB so Stanek (L) 5½ 5 3 3 '6 I Grant I 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 Fagan (W, 2~0) · 7 3 I 0 3 12 
WP - Fagan, Stanek. PB - Adams. 
SecondGam1 
RPI (S) AB R H I.C. (2) AB R 
" Bettino, ss I 0 0 Barone, rf 4 0 0 Adams, pr-2b 2 2 I Sands,2b 4 0 I Vavose, c 3 0 2 Egan, If 3 0 0 McMahn, cf 3 0 I Fagan,dh 2 0 0 Heiser, lb 3 0 0 Campese, 3b 3 2 I Friedberg, If 3 0 0 Adams, c 3 0 0 Heitzel, 3b 3 I 0 DeLuca, cf 3 0 2 Nelson, rf 3 I I Serino, lb 3 0 0 Ferrare, ss-1 b 3 I 0 Murray, ss I 0 0 Cwicka, dh 3 0 0 Potchney, ph I 0 0 Bladicki, p 0 0 0 Barbato, ss I 0 0 Totals 26 s 6 Avcnfeld, p 0 0 0 
Lucas, p 0 0 0 
Total~ 28 2 4 
RPI 040 000 I 5 6 3 I.C. OIO 100 0 2 4 3 
RBI - Bellino, McMahn, Hci~er, 
Deluca. E - Ferrare 2, HeitLel, Cam-
pesc, Serino, Murray. 28 - Vavo\o, 
McMahn, Nelson. 
IP H R ER, Bil SO 
Bladic~i (W) 7 4 2 I I 2 
Accnfeld (L,1-2) 41/, 4 4 0 4 4 
L1u·:1<. 2 \/1 2 I ,2 2 
NJB JL IOhradf1t ILn§lt 
NEW YORK (AP) - Team-by-team 
selections Tuesday, the first day in the 
National Football League college 
draft (positions listed arc projected by 
NFL teams not necessarily those 
played in college): 
Atlanta 
Gerald Riggs, rb, Arizona State. 
Doug Rogers, de, Stanford. Stacy 
Bailey, wr, San Jose State. Reggie 
Brown, rb, Oregon. Von Mansfield, 
db, Wisconsin. Mike Kelley, qb, 
Georgia Tech. 
Balltmore 
Johnie Cooks, lb, Mississippi State. 
Art Schlieter, b, Ohio State. Leo 
Wisniewski, dt, Penn State. Rohn 
Stark, p, Florida State. Jim 
Burroughs, db, Michigan State. Mike 
Pagel, qb, Arizona State. Terry 
Crouch, og, Oklahoma. Pat Beach, 
te, Washington State. 
Buffalo 
Perry Tuttle, wr, Clemson. Matt 
Kofler, qb, San Diego State. Eugene 
Marve lb, Saginaw Valley. Van 
Williams, rb, Carson-Newman. 
De Wayne Chivers, te, South Carolina. 
Chicago 
Jim McMahon, qb, Brigham 
Young. Tim Wrightman, wr, UCLA. 
Dennis Gentry, rb, Baylore. Perry 
Hartnett, og, Soughern Methodist. 
Dennis Tabron, db. Duke Kurt 
Becker, og, Michigan. 
Cincinnati 
Glen Connins, de, Mississippi State. 
Emanuel Weaver, dt, South Carolina. 
Rodney Holman, te, Tulane. Rodney 
1'ate, rb, Texas. Paul Sorensen, db, 
Washington State. Arthur King, de, 
Grambling State. 
Cleveland 
Chip Banks, lb, Southern Califor-
nia. Keith Baldwin, de, Texas A&M. 
Dwight Walker, wr, Nicholls State. 
Mike Babb, c, Texas. Mike Whitwell, 
wr, Texas A&M. 
Dallas 
Rod Hill db, Kentucky State. Jeff 
Roher, lb, Yale. Jim Eliopulor, lb, 
Wyoming. Brian) Carpenter, db, 
Michigan. Monty Hunter, db, Salem. 
Phil Pozderac, ot, Notre Dame. Ken 
Hammond, og, Vanderbilt. Charles 
Daum, dt, Cal-Poly-SLO. 
Denver 
Gerald Willhite, rb, San Jose State, 
Orlando McDaniel, we, Louisiana 
State. Don Plater, wr, Brigham 
Young. Sammy Winder, rb, Soughern 
Mississippi 
Oetrolt 
Jimmy William~. lb, Nebraska. 
Bob Watkins, db, Southwest Texas 
State. Steve Doig, lb, New Ham-
pshire. Bruce McNorton, db, 
Georgetown, Ky. William Graham, 
db, Texas. Mike Machurck, qb, 
Idaho State. 
Green 811y 
Ron Hallstrom, og, Iowa. Del 
Rodgers, rb, Utah. Robert Brown, 
de, Virginia Tech. Mike Meade, rb, 
Penn State. Chet Parlavecchio, lb, 
Penn State 
Houston 
Mike Munchak, og, Penn State. 
Oliver Luck, qb, West Virginia. Stan 
Edwards, rb, Michigan. Robert 
Abraham, lb, North Carolina State. 
Steve Bryan.I, wr, Purdue. Malcolm 
Taylor, de, Tennessee. Gary Allen, 
rb, Hawaii. 
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THE ITHACAN 
Bombers 
By Dave Fischer 
The-ithaca' Crillege Bomber 
baseball team split a 
doubleheader at Freeman 
Field on Saturday against 
RPI, winning the first game 3-
1 and losing the second, 5-2. 
After a solid 5-1 start, the 
Bombers have lost three of 
their last four games to slide to 
a 7-4 record. 
In games thay have won, 
Ithaca has crunched their op-
ponents with a startling supply 
of offense. The team has been 
in a rcent hitting slump and ·as 
the base hits become fewer and 
farther between, so do the 
wins. 
The Bombers collected only 
nine hits in the RPI 
doubleheader and never 
April 29, 1982 
Split. With RPI 3-1-, 5.,.2 
strung. hits together or got the 
clutch hit. Dave Axenfeld, the 
second game loser (1-2) who 
had control trouble and 
walked four and gave up four 
runs 1saidl, "We really haven't 
gotten the big base hit when 
we've needed it. .. Last year, if 
we had men on second and 
third with two out, we'd get 
that big base hit to pull us out 
of things like this, but we 
don't seem to have that this 
year. We're Jacking that one 
little ingredient but we'll have 
to wait and find it within us." 
Sophomore shortstop David "Scooter" Murray ma es a iving tag ·on a RPI 
runner. The Bombers split with RPI, winning the first game but losing .the 
Coach George Valesente was 
also concerned that his team· is 
not getting it all together. 
"We get good hitting, we 
don't get good pitching. We 
get good pitching, we don't get 
good hitting. Sometimes 
that'5 the way it goes with a 
team. For the last couple of 
years we've been getting all the 
breaks--now we're not". 
There is no reason to feel 
down on yourselves, Bombers! 
Every other team in the ICAC 
second. 
'would- love to be playing as 
poorly as you are now. If 
Ithaca can just regroup and 
sharpen up their defense 
everything would fall into 
place. 
"When we lost to St. 
Lawrence (16-15) we made 
errors and they scored four 
unearned runs", Valesente 
said. "When we lost to Man-
sfield (7-6) we made errors late 
in the game. Then we lost to 
Cornell and we made three 
errors and gave them four 
unearned runs, plus we're 
making mental mistakes". 
With a tighter defense and 
the extinction of unearned 
runs, the pitching will only 
improve. And by not having 
to come back from behind the 
offense can afford to be more 
aggressive and create their 
own breaks by forcing the 
other team into errors. 
The first game was a 
scoreless tie until the fourth 
inning when IC's Tom 
Pallister and Greg· Egan hit 
back-to-back triples. The 
Bomber's led 2-0 after Bob 
Campese's sacrifice fly. The 
third run came in the sixth in-
ning when catcher Bob Adams 
(2x3) singled and eventually 
scored on an Eddie Sands 
double. 
Mark Fagan hurled another 
brilliant complete game to get 
the win. Fagan struck out 12 
batters and scattered four hits 
to notch his second victory 
against no defeats. "I'm 
throwing the ball like I did as a 
freshman", said Fagan of the 
Junior attackman Rich 
Marino scored 20 goals 
this past week in victories 
over St. Lawrence, 
Clarkson and Colgate. 
Marino set the school 
record for goals against 
St. Lawrence with ten 
and leads the Bombers in 
goals this season with a 
total of 38. His six goals 
against Colgate gave him 
a career total of 106 and 
placed him at Number 7 
on the alltime scoring list. 
For his achievements, 
The Ithacan honors Rich 
Marino as Athlete of thf 
Week. 
year he led the nation with a 
0.42ERA. 
The burly righthander has 
had ·remarkably· good control 
so far, but any pitcher that 
records a good number of 
strike outs can also expect to 
throw a good number of pit-
ches. "Sure, if I!m going to 
strike out some guys it's gonna 
take a lot of pitches", admit-
ted Fagan. "But that's been 
my style of pitching ever since 
I was younger. My arm is used 
to the work and I like to come 
directly over the top ... it's 
when I drop down to three-
quarters that my arm might 
start to feel it." 
In the second game, Ithaca 
could not execute on the few 
chances they had. After two 
innings RPI held a 4-1 lead 
and for ·an remaining pur-
poses, the ballgame was over. 
Fagan popped up in the in-
field to end the third inning 
with baserunners on the cor-
ners. Trailing 4-2 in the sixth, 
center-fielder Kurt DeLuca 
singled and stole second, but 
was stranded on third base 
when Paul Serino grounded 
out. 
"We're the kind of team 
that has to hit-9nd-run and 
bunt people over", said 
Fagan. "We're being 
aggressive, but we aren't hit-
ting as a team. We should 
have killed those pitchers, bul 
we weren't hitting the ball". 
Box Scores 
in 
Scoreboard 
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Reggie Returns 11-h,t;Q tl, -~ ,_ ~ Bweon. ;v .11~ ,~-~ 
There was electricity in the 
air again last night. The ex-
citement built up and reached 
a climax when No. 44 slam-
med one off the facade in the 
upperdeck in rightfield. 
Reggie Jackson came home, 
and it was just like old times 
up in the Bronx. 
While the Yankees were 
losing their first 5 home 
games, the fans sarc~stically 
chanted "Reg-gie Reg-gie" 
and last night, close to 50,000 
fanatics showed Jackson just 
how much they missed him. 
Even though he came into 
last nights' 3-1 7th inning 
Angel victory hitting a paltry 
.173 with no homeruns, or ex-
tra-base hits for that matter, 
there was an intensity every 
time Jackson stepped into the 
on-deck circle, an intensity 
that has been missing ever sin-
ce Jackson went west. 
With all due respect to Dave 
Winfield, a great ·player in his 
own right, the Yankees lack 
the threat Jackson posed every 
time he came · up. With 
Jackson in the line-up, there 
was always the anticipation 
that one swing could send the 
ball into orbit. After the 
follow-through, Jackson 
would stand at home, wat-
ching the ball sail off into the 
stratosphere. The anticipation 
paid off last night, Jackson 
sent a Ron Guidry fastball 
rocketing towards Yonkers. 
The only difference was that 
Jackson has shed his pinstripes 
for an Angel Halo. 
The mere presence of No. 44 
lit up Yankee Stadium like the 
Christmas Tree in Rockefeller 
Plaza. His presence warranted 
two pre-game press conferen-
ces. Reggie Jackson's 
homecoming upstaged George 
Steinbrenner's changing of the 
managerial guard. Not since 
Neil Armstrong et al returned 
from the moon has anyone 
caused the tumult that Reggie 
Jackson has. 
With good reason, Yankee 
fans remember the 144 home 
runs and 461 RBI Jackson had 
' during his 5 year tenure in pin-
! stripes. They remember the 
, clutch hits in playoffs and 
World Series. They remember 
the constant battles with 
George Steinbrenner. Perhaps 
more than anything, they 
remember the battles. Last 
night, after his home run, 
Yankee fans filled the crisp 
Bronx air with a chant of 
"Steinbrenner Sucks". 
The "Steinbrenner Sucks" 
battle cry told the man called 
Boss, in no uncertain terms, 
just how they fell about 'the 
way Jackson was treated, and 
the way the survivors are being 
treated. Steinbrenner will 
argue that his "Braintrust" 
advised him that Jackson was 
no longer needed. Even if they 
decided he was, it was a 
forgone conclusion in Reggie's 
mind that he would not refurn. 
He was fed up with Steinbren-
ner. 
I would give anything to 
have seen the look on Stein-
brenner's face when Jackson 
hit the homerun. I wonder if 
secretly he is wishing that he 
signed Jackson last spring. 
The Yankees are 6 and 9, 4½ 
games off the pace. While it is 
too early to panic, the recep-
tion Jackson received last 
night including a bouquet of 
flowers from a fan who ran on 
the field, was more exciting 
than anything anyone has seen 
at Yankee Stadium so far this 
year. 
JV 'Lax Improving Wilm S1tr<eaJk Continued from p. 24 
By Alycia Farley 
The J. V. men's Lacrosse 
team will end their season 
today against Cortland. Their 
current record is 1-4. Coach 
Kevin Spencer said, "Even 
though the season has been a 
disappointment because of the 
losses, the team has improved 
which was one of our goals." 
If the team beats Cortland 
today the season will be suc-
cessful regardless of the 
record, because the first time 
J. V. 's played Cortland, they 
lost 7-3. A win today would 
demonstrate the improvement 
made during the season. 
Last Thursday the team had 
a heartbreaking loss of 7-6 to 
Hobart. Even though I.C. lost 
the game it was satisfying 
because of the capability the 
players showed. ·"We were in 
the game all the way and it was 
exciting to be a part or it." 
noted Spencer. 
Timmy Wilmot and Jim 
Presbly shared goal tending 
duties throughout the season. 
Wilmot, a junior is a hciT-
dworking athlete with an ex-
ceptional attitude according to 
Spencer. Presbly, a new 
player, showed a great deal of 
improvement during the 
season. Greg Tobey, a 
sophameore, and Scott 
Clements, a freshmen, carried 
the team devensively. Tehy 
had the most experience and a 
good knowledge of the game. 
The Midfield had the most 
depth even though they were 
young and inexperienced. 
Playing midfield positions 
were Fred Koelsch, Dan 
Gilheney, both experience 
players, Matt Cohen, Tim 
Cority, Andy Feldmen, and 
Claude Szayna, Ronnie 
Drassin, ;mother hard working 
"To Keep Your Spirits up" 
H&·H 
,LIQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSEST UQUOR STORE 
ro··Lc. CAMPUS ,·· .. 
· 21 8 ON TIIE C0l\1MONS 
"Featurin~ the Finest Selection·of N. Y. State Wines" 
Afternoon 
·.DELIVERIES 272-21111 
junior with an exceptional at- . 
titude also contributed at mid-
field. Jerry Gerbis and Bill 
Decker, two football players 
who never played lacrosse 
before this February, but who 
are excekpltional athletes, gav. 
e their contributions to · the 
team. 
Playing attack were two 
sop~omores, Bob Roth and 
Peter Grant and Freshmen, Ed 
Scarangella, John Onderdunk 
and John Karnath. · 
Coach Spencer said "Now 
we're a good team and we are 
looking forward to beating 
Cortland today." 
two games should help in Second quarter: 15 Marino (un), I :24; · 
returning the Bombers to the 16 Marino (Winkoff), 1:53; 17 Verdi : 
playoffs for the first time in (Nellig~n), 3:21; 18 Marino (un), 6:46; 
19 Manno (Jones), 7:19; C2 Cambell 
tw~ yea;s. . (Rosenbloom), 10: 19; I IO Comer (un), 
We re playmg our best I0:35; 111 Jones (Marinoo), 11 :02, · 
lacrosse night now and I'm man-up. 
hoping we'll get better and Third quarter:_ 112 S~rling (Eagan), 
better going into the playoffs. 2=58: 113 Ma:m0 (Serlmg), 4:38; 114 . 
. . Manno (Serhng), 5:25; C3 Redpath 
We are defmetly movmg for- (un), 8:17; 115 Jones (un), 8:37; 116 
ward which is good," states Serling (Marino), 11: 14; C4 Redpath : 
Rostan. (Kopp), 14.56, man-up. · 
Ithaca College 19, Colgate S 
Scoring 
First quarter: CI Woodruff (un), 
6:03; II Mattfeld (Winkoff), 8:51; 12 
Comer (un), 9:14; 13 LaRue (un), 
10:22; 14 Serling (Marino), _11 :50. 
Fourth quarter: 118 Jones (un), 0:46, 
man-up; C5 Redpath (Woodruff), ; 
1:18, man-up; 119 Werner (Jones) . 
8:23. 
Long lslandersg 
Make the most of Swnmerr 9~~ 
at your hometown ooll~geo 
Dowling · 
TWO SUMMER SESSIONS (DAV and EVENING): 
June 7 to July 9 and July 12 to August 13. 
Earn up to 16 credits. 
FOR ALL INFORMATION ENABLING YOU TO 
REGISTER BY TELEPHONE, CALL TOLL FREE 
MON ... fRI. 800 832118~ 9 a.m. to9 p.m. 11111 ' a ,,, . 0 
~~ ~ DOWLING~COLLEGE 
Oakdale, Long Island, New York 11769 
.. 
,. 
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THEITHACAN 
IC Extends Streak To Six 
By Doug Clauson 
The Ithaca College men's 
lacrosse team used a potent of-
fensive attack to defeat 
Colgate 19-5, Tuesday on 
South Hill. The win was the 
Bomber's sixth in a row as th~y 
pulled their record to 6-4. 
In the last three games, IC 
has just overwhelmed its op-
ponents offensively. Yester-
day's game was not an excep-
tion as the Bombers jumped 
out to an 11-2 halftime lead to 
put Colgate out of the contest. 
~ "We're moving the ball real 
~ well on offense. We have 
_, maintained a high level of in-
g tensity in our last six games," 
8 added Coach Ray Rostan. 
o- Junior attackman Rich 
~ Marino• has been on a hot 
g, streak offensively. Marino1 
t, has hit for 20 goals in the last 
o three games as the Bombers 5 have outscored their opponen-
< : : , ~ ts by 41 total goals. 
- ., ::l 
While the Ithaca offense has 
against Colgate on Tuesday. 
Defcnsemen Jim Egan, Mark 
Shattuck, and Andy Ronan 
have also been playing well. 
"Colgate wasn't as strong 
as I thought, we outmatched 
them in all lacrosse abilities," 
stated Rostan. 
The win improved the 
playoff chances of the Bom-
bers with two games remaining 
on the schedule. IC travels to 
Vermont on ·saturday to play 
twelth ranked Middlebury 
College. 
"I expect a strong effort 
from Middlebury, they're in a 
most win situation as far as the 
playoffs are concerned. 
We've got to play a lot better 
to win because they will tough 
at home," added Rostan. 
After the Middlebury game 
the Bombers return home for 
the final game of the regular 
season against Rostan's for-
mer team, RIT. 
Freshman midfieider Brian Comer fights for a face-off against St. Lawrence. Comer won 
many face-offs in helping Ithaca to a 1&8 victory over the Saints last Friday on South Hill. 
been on a tear, the defense has 
also played really well. Goalie 
Steve Basile made 14 saves 
The six game win streak ha, 
helped Ithaca in the Division 
III Lite Lacrosse poll as they 
are currently ranked eigth. 
Victories in the seasons final 
Continued on p. 23 
IC Track 
Wins ICA(: 
By ~i~ Far~y-
The Ithaca college Track and Field Team currently has a dual meet 
record of 3-3, with their last meet to be held this Saturday. The team is 
under the direction of Coach Mike Donnelly who adds, "The record 
does not show the competitiveness of the team." 
The three loses were to Cortland by 3 points, Univ. Rochester by 9 
points, and by Colgate by 8 points. All three of the ·teams are top 
ranked nationally. 
Steve Sinclair and Brenden McCormick have been strong sprinters 
throughout the season. Charlie Colligan hold the new school record in 
intermediate hurdles during Tuesday meet. Pat O'Connor and Kevin 
Bishop have lead in distance during the season. Jim Nichols has been 
outstanding in the shotput. 
Mike Page is the - first person under Donnelly to qualify for the 
ICAC's in'the Jongjump. 
"These·guys haverdone special things during the season, but we've won 
because over all the team is good, The guys' are very dedicated and 
we've made tremendous strides this year,'' rioted Donnelly. 
Mike Donnelly, an Ithaca College graduate, has been coaching the 
Track and Field team for two years. Since his arrival the team has won 
the 1981 Outdoor ICAC championship and this year, the 1982 indoor 
and outdoor ICAC championships. 
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Tennis_ Third 
ln Tourney 
By Dave Fischt>r 
The Mens tennis team, 5-4, will face R.I.T. today in the match that 
will determine if the Bomber season was a winning one. Ithaca's court 
play was good enough to finish tl;lird in ICAC competition. 
Coach Tim Faulkner was pleased with his teams overalJ progress, 
but cited the extreme bad weather as a deterent. "You're never com-
pletely satisfied with the way any team _plays ... With a few more breaks, 
things could have gone better and we would have ended at 7-3. Our 
main problem was getting practice time because the weather didn't 
cooperate. A!l in all, With the talent we have and the bad weather, we 
did pretty well." 
The team's talehted play came from the top three singles:Captain 
Mark Malek, Steve Beck and Aridy Dubin. Haig Schneidermann suf-
fered frequent arm problems, giving younger players Mark Candon 
and Howard Stole. a chance to gain experience. Atcordirig to 
Faulkner, "There isn't a great turnout among the younger kids, so. 
playing time means needed experience." 
Although Faulkner seems satisfied with his teams success, he admit-
ted they have fallen ·short of their seasonal goal. "At the beginning of 
practicing, We set out have a winning season and win the ICAC. Well, 
a win againstR.I.T. and we can reach part of our goal, thats why this 
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